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Foreword 

On March 30th 2016, the Swedish Government gave the Swedish Agency for Growth 
Policy Analysis an assignment to analyse how to best nurture technology and knowledge 
spillover in large industrial partnerships in Sweden and Brazil. 

Fundação Dom Cabral (FDC) was hired by Growth Analysis in September of 2016 to help 
on this assignment. The focus of FDC´s work is on the Brazilian perspective, including 
industry, academia and government issues. The objectives are threefold: 1) identify 
potential spillovers generated by the Gripen NG industrial partnership, 2) explore the 
conditions under which the endeavour will generate broad spillovers in the Brazilian 
aeronautics sector and beyond, given the current set-up of the Gripen NG industrial 
partnership, and 3) discuss how and to what extent it is be possible to foster spillovers 
beyond the Gripen NG project. Besides, FDC´s role includes an analysis of changes 
needed to engender and nurture such spillovers. 

This is the project´s first report, which focus on “The Gripen deal and its spillovers”. It 
includes a description of the Brazilian defence strategy and its alignment with the Gripen 
NG project, an understanding of the Gripen NG and the Brazilian Aerospace and Defence 
Ecosystem and an analysis of the required conditions for spillover occurrence in Brazil. 

The project team at FDC consists of Carlos Arruda, Erika Barcellos, Ana Elisa Castro, 
Luana Lott, Hugo Ferreira, Jersone Siva, Ana Burcharth and Raul Messias. 

Special thanks are given to informants and experts, as well as participants during the 
hearings/focus groups in Brazil (Belo Horizonte, Brasília, Recife, São José dos Campos 
and São Paulo).  

Belo Horizonte, January 2017 

 

Carlos Arruda 

Fundação Dom Cabral 

Professor of Innovation and Competitiveness 

Coordinator of the FDC Innovation and Entrepreneurship Centre 
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1. Introduction 

In September 2015, the Brazilian Federal Government signed a contract with Saab for 
the development and production of 36 Gripen fighter jets. In addition to those fighter 
jets (8 two-seater and 28 single-seater), the contract includes 2 simulators (level 7), a 5-
year logistics support contract, 10 planning and debriefing stations, missiles 
(WVR/BVR/Anti-radiation) and bombs (laser guidance and INS/GPS). The transaction 
value is around US $ 5.4 billion and also involves technology transfer to the Brazilian 
industry.  

The contract is in line with the Brazilian FX-2 program, which aims to modernize and 
retrofit FAB´s (Brazilian Air Force) fleet of supersonic aircrafts. Coupled with this 
need, the Brazilian government's expectation with the deal is to increase autonomy over 
defence-related technologies. Several technologies will be applied to the development 
of the Gripen NG, contributing to the development of companies and science and 
technology institutions (S&TI) directly involved in the project. In addition, the 
industrial collaboration established between the focal company (Saab) and Brazilian 
partners may generate spillovers for the Brazilian innovation system and economy as a 
whole. 

Considering those potential spillovers for Brazil, Fundação Dom Cabral was hired by 
the Swedish Agency for Growth Policy Analysis to achieve the following objectives: 

• Identification of the potential spillovers generated in Brazil by the Gripen NG 
industrial partnership as specified in the offset contract. 

• Exploration of the conditions under which the endeavour will generate broad 
spillovers in the aeronautics sector and beyond, given the current way of 
organizing and supporting the Gripen NG industrial partnership. 

• Discussion on how and to what extent it is possible to foster the emergence of 
spillovers beyond the Gripen NG project. Analysis of changes needed to 
engender and nurture these spillovers. 

This report is the first of two reports that will be delivered by Fundação Dom Cabral. It 
is focused on “The Gripen deal and its spillovers”. It is organized as follows: chapter 2 
describes the Gripen NG project and its alignment with the Brazilian defence strategy. 
Chapter 3 provides an understanding of the Gripen NG and the Brazilian Aerospace and 
Defence Ecosystem. Next, chapter 4 details the required conditions for spillover 
occurrence, chapter 5 provides the analysis of the content of potential spillovers from 
the Gripen project and chapter 6 presents the conclusions. Chapters 7 and 8 complete 
this report, including references and appendices, respectively. 
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2. The Gripen NG project and the Brazilian defence 
strategy 

The acquisition of the Gripen NG fighters for the Brazilian FX-2 programme is part of 
the National Defence Strategy. It provides for the training of the national industry and 
will generate 9.1 billion dollars in compensation for Brazil. This amount is the sum of 
the offset projects - industrial, technological and commercial compensation included in 
contracts between the Brazilian Air Force (FAB henceforth) and foreign companies.  

FAB´s objective with the Gripen NG deal is to foster internal capabilities as to achieve 
the country´s autonomy to develop, produce and maintain the fighter jets. It follows the 
guidance of the Brazilian National Defence strategy, accordingly:  

“In addition to re-equipping FAB, the FX-2 programme was designed to 
stimulate the country's defence industrial base. The partnership between 
Embraer and Saab will be of great relevance to Brazil, because we will not only 
participate in the development of the aircrafts, but also learn to maintain our 
fleet autonomously. Embraer, with its high technology in the manufacture of 
commercial jets, and Saab, with the tradition in the development of fighters, are 
complementary companies that certainly will gain a lot from this agreement ", 
explains Juniti Saito, FAB commander 1 

Among the strengths of the product, FAB highlights the reduced need of supporting 
equipment and labour, the low operating costs for the motor and the low 
implementation cost at FAB´s current infrastructure. The offset agreement predicts 
intellectual property ownership over all versions of the aircraft, it will steer technology 
absorption in sensitive areas, and it includes the establishment of a development, 
integration and simulation centre in Brazil that will culminate in national autonomy for 
new systems integration. The assembly and fabrication of up to 80% of the aircraft 
structure in Brazil without additional costs are other benefits of the project.2 Embraer 
will lead Brazilian industrial participation in the Gripen project. It will be in the 
country´s auspices to develop and build the two-seat Gripen F variant, which only the 
Brazilian air force has selected. 
According to Coordinating Commission of the Combat Aircraft Program (COPAC), the 
Gripen NG product will represent a new technological and industrial leap to Brazil, 
following the capabilities developed with the acquisition of  the FC-390 transport 
aircrafts. This leap refers specially to the competence development on supersonics 
aircrafts, sensors, avionics and integration of smart armament. (Exhibit 2.1) 
COPAC indicates the primary interest areas for Brazil in the offset contract: avionics 
and aensors; data fusion and situational awareness; networking warfare; motor 
integration; RCS; survival and vulnerability; armament integration and new 
configurations; and structural integrity. Exhibit 2.2 shows that production, development 

                                                 
1 Inovação, 2014 
2 Source: Presentation made by Maj. Brig. Ricardo Mangrich. November, 21st, 2016.Codemig event 
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and maintenance activities are included in the industrial cooperation that will allow the 
Brazilian capabilities absorption. (Exhibit 2.2) 

Exhibit 2.1: The Gripen NG project as a new technological leap for Brazil 

 
Source: Presentation “Monitoring offset agreements”. 21 November 2016. Brigadier Paulo Roberto de 
Barros. Presentation about COPAC. 27 May 2015. 

Exhibit 2.2: Evaluation of the Gripen NG project’s offset areas 

 
Source: Presentation “Monitoring offset agreements”. 21 November 2016. Brig.Paulo Roberto de Barros. 
Presentation about COPAC. 27 May 2015. 
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Differently from other similar contracts established by Saab, the offset projects were not 
defined by the government, but by the companies involved in the Gripen deal 
themselves. It has been a bottom-up process designed by the industry needs. These 
projects involve a dozen of Brazilian companies and public institutions and encompass 
knowledge transfer in areas such as composites materials, simulation, mission planning; 
computer based training systems, design, development and support of avionic systems. 
The offset agreement includes 59 projects: 48 project are directly related to the 
development and production of the Gripen NG project and 11 projects address other 
technologies linked to the country’s interests.  

The technology transfer process is anchored on the strategic partnership between Saab 
and Embraer, according to which the Brazilian company will be responsible for around 
40% of the Gripen NG development process and the Swedish company will be 
responsible for the remaining 60%. Both companies will nevertheless participate in 
100% of the development activities. This partnership goes far beyond purely industrial 
aspects. The Gripen NG will be a Saab-Embraer product. In the commercial aspect, the 
two companies will sell the Gripen NG for all customers worldwide. Embraer will be 
the prime contractor for Latin American countries, as well as for other countries where 
its market penetration is most appropriate, as defined by the offset agreement. 
The offset contract includes four items: (i) Theoretical training on product knowledge 
and design principles applied; (ii) On-the-job training in Sweden for Brazilian 
engineers; (iii) Development and production in Brazil; (iv) Research and Technology 
programs. 
 
Regarding training activities, 357 Brazilian engineers and technicians from Embraer, 
AEL, Akaer, Atech, DCTA, Mectron and INBRA will be trained in Sweden. They will 
work together with Saab´s employees on a number of projects, especially in the flight 
testing, systems development, structure development, manufacturing and research areas 
(Exhibit 2.3). The training will address unprecedented areas that target the country 
needs in terms of competence development, in alignment with the identification jointly 
produced by FAB and the Brazilian industry. It will also facilitate extensive 
development and production work, including Gripen´s final assembly in Brazil. The 
expertise built up in this way is expected to give Brazil the domestic capability to 
maintain and upgrade the Gripen. 
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Exhibit 2.3: Beneficiary companies of the Gripen NG project (Technology transfer and 
outsourcing) 

 
Source: Presentation “Monitoring offset agreements”. 21 November 2016. Brig. Paulo Roberto de Barros. 
Presentation about COPAC. 27 May 2015. 

The industrial cooperation includes industrial production, software development, 
avionics integration, armament integration and qualification, and maintenance activities 
in Brazil. In addition, a development centre and a flight test centre will be established in 
Gavião Peixoto, while aircraft and aerostructure production will take place in Gavião 
Peixoto and São José dos Campos. 

The production of the aircraft will take place in three phases. The first aircraft will be 
produced at Saab’s facilities in Sweden. At this initial stage, knowledge transfer will 
take place "on the job", bringing together engineers from FAB and all central suppliers. 
In phase two, the aircraft will be produced at Embraer's facilities in Brazil, which will 
make the final assembly under Saab´s supervision. Embraer will act as an assembler in 
this phase, given that Saab will provide all necessary parts for assembly. In the last 
phase, the aircraft will be totally assembled in Brazil, without Saab´s supervision.  

About 80% of the main structural components and fuselage of the Gripen NG will be 
produced in Brazil, such as wings, doors, and fuselage segments. These items will not 
be replicated in any other country and should be applied to all Gripen NG to be 
produced, including those from Sweden.As the Swedish government recently decided to 
incorporate Gripen NG to its Air Force in the same schedule as requested by FAB 
(beginning in 2014), short-term opportunities for product and services exports (80% of 
the fuselage) were open to Embraer. 

In terms of Research & Technology conducted jointly by Brazilian and Swedish 
institutions, the following areas are covered: autonomous systems, decision support, 
sensors and sensor networks, materials technology, production technology, 
communications and software. The R&T cooperation covered in the Gripen contract 
bodes well for a close, long-term cooperation between Sweden and Brazil. 
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3. The Gripen NG project and the Brazilian Aerospace 
and Defence Ecosystem 

In this chapter we characterize the Brazilian aeronautical ecosystem at four levels of 
analysis, namely the institutions directly involved in the Gripen NG project (central 
entities), the second tier companies, the science and technology institutions (S&TI) and 
governmental entities. (Exhibit 3.1) 

Exhibit 3.1: The Gripen NG and the Brazilian Aerospace and Defence Ecosystem 

 
 
The innermost layer includes the governmental entities DCTA (Department of 
Aerospace Science and Technology) and COPAC (Coordinating Committee of the 
Combat Aircraft Programme), Embraer, the leader of the Brazilian aeronautic chain, and 
other suppliers directly involved in the Gripen NG Project (AEL, Atech, Akaer, Inbra 
and Mectron), classified as first tier (Tier 1) suppliers. We could have classified 
Embraer as a first tier supplier, since it is a supplier of Saab in the Gripen NG Project, 
together with the above-mentioned companies. However, considering that Embraer is 
much larger than the other Brazilian companies involved and plays a leadership role in 
the Brazilian aeronautical chain, we decided to classify and analyse it separately from 
the other suppliers. 

The choice of this group of companies by Saab considered, besides their technical 
capacity, their development and production capacities to meet the objectives of FAB. 

Among
Others
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Universities
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In addition to the technological suppliers, Saab may have the support of a group of 
subcontractors to carry out machining, printing and assembly of parts for the production 
of the fighters in Brazil. When Embraer hires these companies, they only provide the 
labour necessary to carry out those activities. The responsibility for raw materials 
supply, mould, specification, design, surface treatment and assembly of subsystems is 
Embraer´s. This group, classified as second tier (tier 2) suppliers, completes the list of 
Brazilian suppliers that can participate in the Gripen NG project, if Saab desires.  

At the third level of the ecosystem, we placed science and technology institutes (S&TIs) 
that offer courses and/or perform research within the aeronautics area. Governmental 
entities that support innovation activities in the country and that may play a relevant 
role to leverage Gripen NG´s spillovers in Brazil also constitute the Gripen NG and the 
Brazilian Aerospace and Defence Ecosystem. 

3.1 DCTA and COPAC 

The Department of Aerospace Science and Technology (DCTA) is a Military 
Organization (OM) and a Scientific, and Technological Institution (ICT) of the 
Aeronautical Command. It is responsible for planning, managing, performing and 
controlling activities related to science, technology and innovation, within the scope of 
the Aeronautics Command. 

COPAC is directly subordinate to the General Director of DCTA, and is linked to the 
General Staff of the Air Force (EMAER) for conducting actions related to the 
acquisition and deployment of combat aircraft and related systems for COMAER 
(Aeronautical Command). Its mission is to coordinate the work related to the 
development and acquisition of combat aircraft and related systems, as well as to 
coordinate, with the Sectorial Steering Bodies, the actions necessary for the deployment 
of these aircraft and systems. 

Gripen (F-X2) currently accounts for 69.4% of the 18 current offset agreements 
administered by COPAC related to the importation of equipment, mainly military 
aircraft. 
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Exhibt 3.2 – COPAC’s ongoing offset agreements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Presentation “Monitoring offset agreements”. 21 November 2016. Brigadier Paulo Roberto de 
Barros. Presentation about COPAC. 27 May 2015. 

3.2 Embraer 

Present in more than 61 countries, Embraer is the fourth largest aircraft manufacturer in 
the world, behind American Boeing, French Airbus and Canadian Bombardier, which 
together hold 84.2% of the aviation market (Aviation, 2015). In 2015, the company's net 
revenue was R$20.3 billion (US$ 5.2 billion), distributed in three business units: 
commercial (56% of sales), executive (30%) and defence (13%). 

The company leads the value chain of the aeronautics sector in Brazil, accounting for 
more than 80% share of the total sales of the local industry. The scope of its activity 
goes from the development of the project through manufacturing, assembly, marketing 
and provision of after-sales services. 

Despite its focus on civil aviation, Embraer's competence to operate in the defence and 
security sector originated in 1969, when the then President of the Republic, Arthur da 
Costa e Silva, created the company with the initial goal of producing 80 “Bandeirante” 
aircrafts for the Brazilian government. 

Since the beginning, the company's strategy has been to design aircrafts focused on 
specific niches, such as Bandeirante, Brasília, EMB-145 and Tucano, all developed 
through the combination of technological qualification in basic design, product 
development. market evaluation and selection of strategic international suppliers 
(MONTORO e MIGON, 2009). 

Regarding its production structure, Embraer has always been marked by a strong control 
over developed products and a recognized competence to combine components from 
different suppliers, mostly foreign ones. The prioritization for importation of parts and 
the low local production integration are regarded as some of the factors that hindered 
the consolidation of the Brazilian aeronautical industry. This form of productive 
organization explains the fact that the impacts of Embraer's activities in the Brazilian 
industry have been considered relatively modest with respect to the creation of service 
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providers and manufacturers of parts and aeronautical systems. Since the beginning of 
their activities, small and medium-sized companies gathered around Embraer have 
presented limited productive, financial and technological capability (MONTORO e 
MIGON, 2009). 

The Brazilian Federal Government purchase of Saab's Gripen aircraft lead Embraer to 
take up the leadership of the project coordination in Brazil. According to the agreement, 
the essential capabilities to be shared by the teams of the two companies are: armament 
integration; engine integration; design possibilities; data link; radar reflection section; 
commercial systems integration; radar; aerodynamics; survival; computer program 
development; tactical systems integration; data recording system and navigation 
functions. These activities will be developed collaboratively with other suppliers 
previously defined by Saab and Embraer. 

Prior offset agreements made by Embraer in the defence market had been striking for 
the company’s development, such as the AMX, the Xavante and the MD11.  

When FAB needed fighter jets, the AMX program was established between Embraer 
and the Italian companies Aeritalia (now Alenia) and Aermacchi. At that time, Embraer 
had not yet fully embarked on the regional aviation segment. FAB wanted Embraer to 
have the opportunity to develop and manufacture the airplane. Brazil bought 30% of the 
airplanes and manufactured all of them. AMX brought new technologies to Brazil, such 
as fly-by-wire and machining, when Embraer was facing a significant technological 
gap. Embraer built several of these technologies developed into the commercial aircrafts 
E145, the E172 and the E190. 

The Xavante, purchased in the 1970's, was an important offset program for Brazil. More 
than 100 Italian planes were purchased and manufactured in assembly lines in Brazil. 
Dozens of Italian engineers were sent to Brazil. One of the interviewees highlights the 
importance of this presence for technology transfer: "In general, Europeans, especially 
Italians, are delighted with Brazil and stay in the country. This is the best technology 
transfer!” 

The technology absorbed during the Xavante program was used to manufacture the 
Bandeirante aircraft, which generated several major export contracts with the United 
States. In the purchase of the MD11 from Britain, Brazil also demanded an offset 
agreement. This agreement was important because Embraer was responsible for 
manufacturing the flaps of this aircraft. The flags are very advanced systems and the 
company did not have the technology to manufacture them. This generated learning and 
most importantly, commercial opportunities. Embraer was hired to supply flaps to all 
Mc Donald Douglas aircrafts at that time.  

3.3 Tier 1 suppliers 

The Tier 1 suppliers for the development of Gripen NG project are: AEL (avionics), 
Akaer (fuselage design), Atech (flight simulation), Inbra Aerospace (production of 
structural parts of the wing, back and front parts) and Mectron (integration of intelligent 
armaments and the data-link on the aircrafts’ communication system). Exhibit 3.2 
summarizes their roles in the Gripen NG project. 

https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aeritalia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alenia_Aeronautica
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aermacchi
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Exhibit 3.2 – Beneficiary Companies: Technology transfer and subcontracting 

Company Role in the Project 
EMBRAER • 8 aircraft manufactured by Embraer in Sweden  

- Finished in Brazil  
- More than 160 engineers in Sweden 
- More than 80 technicians in Sweden 

• 15 aircraft manufactured in Brazil  
ATECH • Simulators and Support Systems 

• 26 engineers in Sweden 
MECTRON • Integration of Weaponry, Brazilian Data Link and Logistic Support 

to the Radar  
• 12 engineers in Sweden 

AKAER  • Development of the structure of the aircraft, Structural Project and 
Manufacturing Engineering 

• 7 engineers in Sweden 
INBRA • Production of the structure of the Gripen NG 

• 43 professionals in Sweden 
AEL • WAD – Wade Area Display 

• Head-up Display (HUD) 
• Development and Supply of Avionics Equipment and Software 
• EW RIG (RF Stimulator and output analyser) 
• 8 engineers in Sweden 

Source: Presentation “Monitoring offset agreements”. 21 November 2016. Brigadier Paulo 
Roberto de Barros. Presentation about COPAC. 27 May 2015. 

 
Through a questionnaire, four of the five suppliers provided information with respect to 
demographic, management and innovation data, including absorptive capacity.  

Our survey data reveals that tier 1 suppliers have a wide range of technological 
capabilities, including research and development (R&D) centres formally structured 
(AEL, AKAER and Atech) or not (Inbra). All of the companies with structured R&D 
make use of some innovation incentive policy, including: Lei do Bem (AEL, Akaer, 
Atech); Pappe Subvenção (Akaer), Inova Brasil (Akaer) and the sponsorship program 
RHAE (Human Resources Training Program in Strategic Areas) from CNPq (Atech). 
This confirms their commitment to continuous improvement of their innovation 
activities. 

From the competitive perspective, three of these companies have intensive operations 
abroad. Currently, AEL, Akaer and Atech's percentages of revenues abroad are 68%, 
45% and 30% respectively. Inbra also operates internationally, but its external 
operations represent less than 1% of its current revenues.  

The expressive international performance of these companies suggests that spillovers 
may happen overseas, consolidating the Tier 1 companies’ operations in Brazil. 
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In terms of ownership structure, all of the companies are linked to major players in the 
aeronautical sector and/or in the global defence market, except Inbra, which is a family-
owned business. AEL is a subsidiary from a corporation from the Israeli Elbit Group, 
the 26th most relevant group in the global defence sector. Twenty five percent of 
Akaer´s shares belong to Saab, and Atech is 100% owned by the Embraer Group.  

AEL Sistemas 
Aeroeletrônica – Indústria de Componentes Aviônicos LTDA –  was founded in 1983 as 
a spin-off from Aeromotcom. Its main objective was supply electronics to the Brazilian 
Armed Forces, directly or indirectly through aircraft manufacturers. In 2001, it was 
incorporated by Elbit Systems, one of the world's major exporters of military equipment 
and technology. Brazil became one of the 9 countries where the group is present. In 
2011, the company´s name changed to AEL Sistemas. 

Among the technologies developed by the parent corporation with higher probability of 
being incorporated by the Brazilian subsidiary, we highlight embedded systems, 
command and control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance ("C4ISR"), unmanned aircraft systems (EW), signal intelligence systems 
(SIGINT), communication systems, radios and data links, as well as the modernization 
of existing military platforms. The competence to develop these technologies enabled 
the company to position itself in the Brazilian market as a leader in the development and 
production of embedded hardware and software, operating in the areas of design, 
engineering, manufacturing and logistic support of a wide range of technological 
solutions for the defence, space and security industries. 

In Brazil, AEL’s most important projects in the defence area were the supply of 
avionics and modernizations of FAB’s aircrafts F-5M, AM-X, AL-X Super Tucano and 
C-95 Bandeirante, as well as the A-4 from the Navy and the Esquilo from the Army. 
The company’s most recent programs include the Supply of Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems for FAB and Unmanned Turrets for the new Brazilian armoured vehicle 
Guarani from the Brazilian army. The list of AEL customers includes Embraer, Helibrás 
and INPE, among others (AEL, 2016). 

In February 2015, Saab announced the choice of AEL as one of the Gripen’s partners in 
Brazil. Under the contract, AEL will be responsible for developing the technologies to 
provide the aircraft’s Wide Area Display (WAD), Head-Up Display (HUD) and 
Helmet-Mounted Display (HMD), which will be integrated into the Gripen NG as part 
of the F-X2 contract. The development program for these avionics systems, which 
began in the first semester of 2015, will last four years and include development, 
integration and production work to be carried out at the company's facilities in Porto 
Alegre (Rio Grande do Sul State). The main features to be developed by the company 
are: 

Window manager to support the display layout defined for the Gripen NG; 

Pilot interaction by touch, using "IR touch"; 

Digital Maps with Gripen colours from symbols and palettes; 

Primary Flight Display with Gripen colour for the palette; 

Formats visualization for image and radar sensors. 
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According to the company, some additional features will be implemented in the next 
versions of the equipment. 

AEL delivered to Saab in the middle of 2016 the first software prototype demonstrating 
the concepts of Human Machine Interface (HMI) to be integrated into the future WAD 
(Wide Area Display). According to one of the company´s executives, the results 
obtained met Saab's expectations. 

Akaer 
Akaer is one of the most advanced Brazilian companies for the supply and integration 
of technological solutions in the aerospace, defence, transportation and energy sectors. 
The company focuses on the aerospace and defence industries. As the technologies 
developed for these industries have great application in other industries, Akaer was able 
to diversity its businesses.  

Among the services offered by the company we highlight: Advanced engineering and 
design services, new product development, modifications and modernizations of 
aircrafts, special vehicles or vessels, optimization of technical solutions, integration of 
technology solutions, manufacturing chain management, training and simulation. Akaer 
has provide technological solutions using flexible business models, such as “turn-key” 
solutions offered for the defence and security, space, support and services, naval, oil and 
gas and automotive sectors. 

Currently, the company employs 330 employees, 106 engineers (54 involved in the 
Gripen NG, 17 trained in Saab´s facilities). The company's revenues are R$ 55 million 
(2016). Its internationalization process started in 2006 with European aeronautical 
companies and consolidated with the Gripen NG contract. The deal went well and 
Saab’s role changed from client to shareholder in 2015, when it acquired 15% of the 
company´s capital. Subsequently, in mid-2016, Saab’s investments in Akaer increased 
to allow the purchase of Opto (a company focused on the development of Optronic 
systems) and Saab now holds 25% of the company's capital. 

Opto’s acquisition was carried out as a strategy for the company to enter the space 
segment, diversifying its markets. According to one of Akaer’s executives, some new 
applications of Opto’s technologies can occur in non-conventional areas, such as animal 
health and agribusiness. In his words: 

"We have just acquired a company of Optronic systems (laser, advanced optical 
systems, infrared systems, image fusion, etc.) that can be used to monitor 
pregnancy of cows and identify cow mastitis or specific conditions in agriculture. 
Therefore, these technologies have been developed for the defence industry and 
find spillovers for unconventional things." 

In this sense, executives consider that the dual technology investment culture that Akaer 
incorporated from Saab and the cooperation with universities in Sweden and Brazil 
have helped a lot for the evaluation of possible technological spillovers for the 
company. 

In the Gripen NG project, Akaer's original role was the development of the engineering 
projects for the structural part of the aircraft's rear fuselage. Over time the company got 
involved in other segments of the project. Currently it is responsible for 30-35% of the 
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new jet´s fuselage structure and it is the only company authorized to approve any 
project modification regarding the rear fuselage in Brazil or Sweden. 

Atech 
Atech was founded in 1981 as a spinoff from the Amazon Surveillance System 
(SIVAM) program, with the objective of performing the air traffic control for FAB. In 
2011, it became part of the Embraer Group (50% of the shares). In 2013 it was fully 
incorporated by the Group, with the strategic goal of becoming Embraer's “system 
house" in the defence and security area. 

The company is positioned as a leading company in the development of complex 
mission-critical systems solutions and a supplier of integrated solutions for air traffic 
management, defence, security and control applications. The development of command, 
control and intelligence solutions and the offer of specialized engineering and of 
technical and logistical support services for the systems are among the company's 
expertise.  

The defence and air traffic management (ATM) areas currently respond to around 80% 
of Atech’s total revenues. The company acts as a project and strategic systems 
integrator, with responsibility for controlling the Brazilian airspace in important 
national projects. The technological services offered by Atech serve a variety of 
aeronautical areas, including environment (SIVAN/SIPAM), defence, energy, 
aerospace, intelligence and air traffic control and logistics, among others. 

Currently the company is responsible for more than 50 air traffic control centres and 
150 search and meteorological sensors (radars) spread throughout the country. Beyond 
the defence sector, the company provides energy control solutions for state-owned 
companies, such as Eletropaulo (São Paulo State Power Company), and B2B solutions, 
such as a logistic control developed application for Embraer. Since it operates in very 
diversified sectors, the solutions presented by the company are usually fully customized. 
One of the interviewees highlights: 

"Our goal is to interpret all the entries from the business world and present a 
single interface to the client, so that he does not have to worry about anything, 
because Atech can do the whole “business drive-up” for him." 

In the Gripen NG project, Atech will be responsible for the development of simulators, 
training systems and ground support systems (planning, briefing and debriefing). 

Inbra 
Headquartered in Mauá in the São Paulo metropolitan area, Inbra-Aerospace was 
founded in 2002 as an aeronautical division of the Inbra-filtro (Inbra-filter) Group, a 
company specialized in the manufacture of composite materials. Currently, the group 
employs around 1100 employees allocated in seven companies of the group: Inbra-
filter, Inbra-textile, Inbra-armoured, Inbra-defence, Inbra-glass, Inbra-aerospace and 
Inbra-terrestre, which summed revenues of R$ 150 million in 2015. 

Inbra´s presence in diversified segments is a result of the acquisition of skills that 
allowed the company’s technological evolution. Founded in 1979, the company began 
its activities by working with filtering elements, which enabled the fabrication of 
technical fabrics, among which aramid can be highlighted. 
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During the manufacturing process of the aramid mantle, the company realized that this 
product had ballistic capacity, which allowed Inbra to initiate the activities of Inbra-
terreste (Inbra-terrestrial), including products such as bullet-proof vests, helmets and 
shields developed with this blanket in its portfolio. The experience gained from impact 
resistant materials lead to the opportunity of operating also in the armouring vehicles 
market. 

Adapting the knowledge base generated from the armouring vehicles market to the glass 
fabrication, the company started working with autoclaves. After the installation of glass 
fabrication facilities with ovens and autoclaves structure, Inbra realized that the 
manufacture of composite materials uses the same physical structure and started to 
manufacture these materials. At that moment, Inbra-Aerospace was created, focusing on 
the development of components for civil and military aviation. 

In the Gripen project, the company will be responsible for manufacturing structural 
parts of the aircraft (wings, rear and front of the aircraft). Forty-three employees will be 
sent to Saab’s facilities in Sweden to be trained in how to operate the production chain 
of the aircraft. 

Mectron 
Mectron was founded in the early 1990s by five engineers graduated at the Aeronautical 
Technological Institute (ITA) with the purpose of developing and manufacturing high 
technology products and complex systems for military and civil uses, ranging from 
radars, subsystems and missiles to simulation software. 

In 2011, the company was acquired by Odebrecht Defesa e Tecnologia (ODT), a 
subsidiary of the Odebrecht Group, and became part of a pool of companies focused on 
developing technological solutions for the Brazilian Armed Forces. 

Having the Air Force as its main customer, in 1998 the company initiated the MAR-1 
development program, a sophisticated anti-radiation missile used to equip the AMX. 
Mectron is currently one of the four companies in the world that dominates this 
armament manufacturing technology. The other three are the North American Raytheon 
and Alliant Techsystems and the Russian Zvesdat. 

Besides the MAR-1, the largest project developed in the company's laboratories (R$ 500 
million), Mectron’s portfolio also includes the construction of two air-to-air missiles 
(launched from one aircraft to another): the MAA-1B and A-Darter models. The latter is 
a co-development between the South African company Denel Dynamics and the 
Brazilian companies Opto and Avibras. 

In addition to intelligent armaments, Mectron engineers and technicians are also 
involved in the design of a data-link system for military employment called Link BR-2. 
Designed for FAB, the system will integrate and process real-time information between 
aircraft and command and control centres with data, voice and image encryption. The 
project is budgeted at R$ 250 million and it is in the final phase of development (Defesa 
Aeronaval, 2016). 

Mectron´s technical skills qualified it to join the group of companies operating in the 
Gripen NG project. Under the agreement, the company is responsible for the integration 
of intelligent armaments (Missile A-Darter) and the data link system of the aircraft. 
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In August 2016, due to scandals involving the Odebrecht Group in the "lava-jato" 
operation, which investigates deviations from Petrobras resources and the budgetary 
restrictions imposed by the government, the Board of Directors and Economic Defence 
authorized the sale of the Odebrecht’s military division. In this context, Elbit Sistems 
bought Mectron's military communications business (The Intercept Brasil, 2016). 

In November 2016, we contacted AEL Sistemas (a subsidiary of Elbit) in search of 
information about the completion of the deal, but until that moment, there was no 
official data on the matter. We attempted a new contact with the company on December 
13, 2016, but we were informed that it was in the process of selling assets and that all of 
its activities would be ended soon. Given these circumstances, it was not possible to 
conduct interviews with this supplier. 

3.4 Tier 2 suppliers 

Fundação Dom Cabral developed and applied a questionnaire to characterize Embraer´s 
tier 2 suppliers. (See Appendix 8.1) From the company´s 70 suppliers, twenty-five 
provided valid filled questionnaires that included demographic information, data 
regarding management and innovation activities, as well as records related to their 
absorptive capacity. The companies that did not answer our survey questionnaire are 
smaller and less technologically advanced than the ones from the sample described 
below. 

The sample characteristics show that those suppliers are small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs). In terms of annual revenues, 80% of the sampled companies are small 
companies (annual revenues lower than R$ 16 million) and 16% are medium-sized 
companies. In terms of the number of employees, the data also show that most of the 
suppliers are SMEs, with the predominance of small companies with less than 100 
employees (56% of the sample), followed by medium-sized companies with 100-250 
employees (40% of the sample). In addition, 60% of the companies employ a low 
number of engineers (0-5 engineers). 
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Exhibt 3.4 – Characteristics of Tier 2 suppliers participating at the survey (I) 

 

 

 
Source: Authors’ elaboration 

 
Embraer´s tier 2 suppliers are mostly family owned businesses (72% of the sample) 
controlled by national capital (84% of the sample).  
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Exhibt 3.5 – Characteristics of Tier 2 suppliers participating at the survey (II) 

  
Source: Authors’ elaboration 

 
Their main activities are metal parts machining (76% of the sample), assembling of 
subsets and supply of components in composite material.  

Exhibt 3.6 – Characteristics of Tier 2 suppliers participating at the survey (III) 

 
Source: Authors’ elaboration 

 
Only 20% of these companies have employees with a master or PhD degree, 8% are 
considered Strategic Defence Companies and none of them received support from a 
business incubator. These data suggest that they have a low focus on knowledge 
creation.  

Exhibt 3.7 – Characteristics of Tier 2 suppliers participating at the survey (IV) 
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Source: Authors’ elaboration 
 

Most of them have management processes implemented (strategic and business 
planning), licenses to operate software, and at least one employee dedicated to 
innovation, but only 4% of the companies from the sample have R&D centres and 12% 
use government incentives for innovation. These data suggest that these companies´ 
innovation activities are focused on processes. 

The percentage of exporting companies is low (24%). The export activities from the 
suppliers that do export are mostly small, although one metal machining company from 
the sample (controlled by foreign shareholders) present significant export activities, 
which account for around 40% of its annual revenues. 

Exhibt 3.8 – Characteristics of Tier 2 suppliers participating at the survey (V) 

 
Source: Authors’ elaboration 
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3.5 Science and Technology Institutes  

The spillover occurrence depends not only on the industry, but also on the performance 
of science and technology institutes that develop human resources, basic and applied 
technology. In order to evaluate the availability of these S&TI in Brazil, we gathered 
information about institutions, research centres, undergraduate and graduate courses, 
laboratories and technical courses related to the aerospace sector. To build this database, 
the following method was adopted: 

1. Google search with the keywords “course of aerospace/aeronautical engineering in [name of 
the state]”;  

2. Google search with the keywords ‘research centre’ and ‘aerospace/aeronautical’;  
3. Google search with the keywords ‘technical course’ and ‘aeronautics’, and posteriorly with 

the keywords ‘mechanical’ and ‘aircraft maintenance’;  
4. Google search with the keywords ‘avionics’ and ‘computer science’ to find research 

projects being conducted in universities with interrelation of these subjects.   
 
Complementarily, some results were found while browsing through the websites (for 
example, a website with information about a company in the area of avionics was linked 
to a website of a technological park with strong focus in the aeronautical sector).  

The information was separated by State, as showed in the tables below.  

The data shows that São Paulo state concentrates most of the aerospace S&TI due to the 
technological park of São José dos Campos, which includes the Brazilian Aerospace 
Cluster formed around Embraer. This cluster gathers 120 companies from the aerospace 
and defence supply chains. Altogether, they account for 23 thousand jobs and annual 
revenues of U$ 7 billion. Most of these companies work in consulting, engineering, 
services, industry and manufacturing, defence and security fields. At the Brazilian 
Aerospace Cluster there are companies from six Brazilian states; the majority of them 
(60%) are based in São José dos Campos (SP), some within the Technological Park 
itself. 

Other Brazilian states also hold high quality research and courses for the aeronautical 
industry, as well as companies in the aeronautical industry. Minas Gerais, for example, 
has 86 aerodromes and airports spread throughout the state, as well as three poles of the 
sector. One is located in the Metropolitan Region of Belo Horizonte (including an 
engineering and development office from Embraer with more than 250 engineers), one 
in Itajubá and one in Santa Rita do Sapucaí. Codemig (Minas Gerais Economic 
Development Company) is investing R$140 million in a fund designated to the 
aeronautical industry. The State also presents aeronautical engineering courses that, 
according to FIEMG´s vice president, Valentino Rizzioli, provided around 70% of 
today´s engineers from Embraer.  
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
ITA - Technological institute of 
Aeronautics: Division of 
Aeronautical Engineering 

Undergraduate Coordinator: 
Prof. André Valdetaro Gomes 
Cavalieri  

Research Lines within University’s laboratories will be detailed 
below. 

ITA - Postgraduate in Aeronautical 
and Mechanical Engineering Prof. Alfredo Rocha de Faria Research Lines within University’s laboratories will be detailed 

below. 
ITA - Postgraduate Program of 
Aerodynamics, Propulsion and 
Energy 

Prof. Cláudia Regina de 
Andrade 

Basic and Applied Aerodynamics, Computational Fluid 
Mechanics, Aerospace Propulsion, Simulation of Thermal 
Systems, Heat Transfer, Mass and Turbo-Machines. 

ITA – Postgraduate Program of 
Mechanics of Solids and Structures Prof. Maurício V. Donadon 

Experimental Analysis of Tensions, Structural Dynamics and 
Aeroelasticity, Elastic Stability, Fracture Mechanics and Fatigue, 
Structural Optimization, Variational Principles and Finite 
Elements. 

ITA - Postgraduate Program of 
Materials and Manufacturing 
Processes 

Prof. Gilmar Patrocínio Thim 
Synthesis, analysis, characterization, modelling, development and 
protection of materials used in the aeronautical and / or aerospace 
sectors. 

ITA - Postgraduate Program of 
Production Prof. Rodrigo Arnaldo Scarpel 

Mathematical models of decision support, Applications of 
artificial intelligence and neural networks, Logistics and 
distribution, Economics of technological innovation, Management 
of production systems. 

ITA -  EAM-S - Postgraduate 
Program in Aerospace and 
Mechatronics Systems 

Prof. Davi Antônio dos Santos 

Design and Technology of Mechatronic Systems, Robotics, 
Active Sensors and Controls, Optical and Opto-Mechatronic 
Sensors, Intelligent Structures, Active Vibration and Noise 
Control, Modeling and Identification of Dynamic Systems, 
Spatial Mechanisms, Orbital Dynamics, Orbit Control, Attitude of 
Artificial Satellites. 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 

ITA - Postgraduate Program in 
Mechanics of Flight Prof.  Flávio José Silvestre 

Performance, stability and control of aircraft and spacecraft, 
Modeling, simulation and identification of aircraft and missiles, 
Guidance and piloting of aircraft and missiles, Flight Testing and 
Flight Testing, Servo-aeroelasticity and control of flexible 
aircraft, Simulators of flight. 

ITA - Special Doctoral Program in 
New Aeronautical Concepts and 
Intelligent Structures 

Prof. Alfredo R. Faria 
Aerodynamics and aeroelasticity optimized aeronautical design, 
structures, mechanics and flight control (rigid and flexible 
aircraft). 

ITA -Postgraduate Program in 
Operational Applications 

General Coordinator: José 
Bernardo Neto, Cel Av, Dr. 
Assistant: Eliseu Zednik 
Ferreira, Maj Av, Msc. 

Research Lines are detailed below: Operational Analysis, 
Command and Control, Electronic Warfare, Weapon Systems. 

ITA - Operational Analysis Coordinator: Prof. Dr. Rodrigo 
Scarpel 

Delineation of Experiments - DOE, Optimization and Statistics, 
Simulation, Decision Support 

ITA -  Command and Control Coordinator: Prof. Dr. José 
Maria Parente de Oliveira 

Command and Control Systems Engineering, Data Integration, 
Cyber Warfare, Knowledge Management, Satellite Systems 

ITA -  Electronic Warfare Prof. Dr. José Edimar Barbosa 
Oliveira 

Radio Frequency (RF) Sensors, Infrared Sensors Analysis and 
Development (IV), Military Target Signature Analysis and 
Prediction, Photonic Technology in RF Systems, Integration of 
Embedded Systems. 

ITA - Weapon Systems Prof. Dr. Koshun Iha Lines of research: Sensor fusion, embedded software, Propulsion, 
Systems Engineering. 

ITA - Professional Master's Degree 
in Aeronautical Engineering 
(EMBRAER Partnership) 

Coordinator: Prof. Paulo Rizzi 
Secretary: Keila Aparecida 
Diniz Rocha 

CPDA - Small Aircraft Development Centre 
LDPE - Laboratory of Propulsion, Combustion and Energy 
Aeronautical Engineering Laboratory 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
ITA - Professional Master's Degree 
in Aviation Safety and Continuing 
Airworthiness 

Coordinator: Prof. Donizeti de 
Andrade 

CPDA - Small Aircraft Development Centre 
LDPE - Laboratory of Propulsion, Combustion and Energy 
Aeronautical Engineering Laboratory 

ITA - Professional Master’s in 
Production  

Coordination: Prof. Rodrigo 
Scarpel 

Production engineering with emphasis on quantitative methods 
applied to industrial processes. 

ITA - Post-Graduation in 
Aeronautical Infrastructure 
Engineering 

Instructor: Ronaldo Gonçalves 
de Carvalho 

Airport Infrastructure;  
Air Transport and Airports.  

IAE/CTA: Institute of Aeronautics 
and Space / Science and Aerospace 
Technology 

Brig. Eng. Augusto Luiz de 
Castro Otero 

Aerodynamics, Materials, Aeronautical Propulsion, Aeronautical 
Systems, Defense Systems, Space Product Assurance, 
Electronics, Integration and Testing, Space Propulsion, 
Chemistry, Space Systems 

IEAV - Institute of Advanced 
Studies Head: Prof. Dr. Angelo Passaro  Research Lines are detailed below. 

IEAV - Division of 
Aerothermodynamics and 
Hypersonic 

Head: Alberto Monteiro dos 
Santos, Dr. Assistant: Paulo 
Gilberto de Paula Toro, Ph.D. 
Secretary: Fátima Cristina 
Sonnewend Adriano 

Computer simulation, diagnostic techniques. 

IEAV - Division of Nuclear 
Engineering 

Head: Lamartine Nogueira 
Frutuoso Guimarães  
Assistant: Artur Flávio Dias 

Computer simulation in the flight laboratory of aerospace 
vehicles. 

IEAV -  Photonics Division   Lasers and applications, applied optics, fibre optic sensors. 

http://www.civil.ita.br/pessoal/colaboradores/?Who=ronaldo
http://www.civil.ita.br/pessoal/colaboradores/?Who=ronaldo
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 

IEAV - Geo-Intelligence Division 

Head: Mônica Maria De 
Marchi, Dr. Assistant: Júlio 
Mendes de Albuquerque 
Maranhão, Maj. Eng.  

Computational tools in decision support processes and projects; 
Support to projects in Remote Sensing. 

IEAV - Division of Applied 
Physics 

Head: Antonio Carlos de Jesus 
Paes 

Technological applications of radiation, nuclear spectroscopy and 
radiometry, applied electromagnetism. 

IEAV - Postgraduate, Teaching 
and extension Dr. Angelo Passaro 

Physics and Applied Mathematics, Materials Chemistry, Space 
and Hypersonic Propulsion, Space Sensors and Actuators and 
Space Systems, Essays and Launches. 

Institute of Industrial Development 
and Coordination (IFI) 

Director: César Augusto 
O'donnell Alván 

Standardization, Metrology, Certification, Intellectual Property, 
Technology Transfer and Industrial Coordination. 

USP - University of São Paulo - 
Department of Aeronautical 
Engineering 

Secretary: Gisele Aparecida 
Poppi Lavadeci 

Aerodynamics, Aeroservoelasticity, Dynamics and Flight Control, 
Aeronautical Structures, Magnetohydrodynamics 

UNESP - Paulista State University: 
Telecommunications Engineering 
and Aeronautical Engineering 
Courses 

Executive Coordination: Prof. 
Dr. Jozué Vieira Filho 
Executive Vice-Coordination: 
Prof. Dr. Luiz Carlos Facundo 
Sanches 

- 

UNIVAP - University of Vale do 
Paraíba: Aeronautical and 
Aerospace Engineering Course 

Coordinator: Prof. Moacir de 
Sousa Prado 

Uniespaço Program: aims to form operationalize and improve a 
research and development base, composed of nuclei based in 
universities, research centres and similar institutions, capable of 
carrying out studies and development of interest to the Brazilian 
Space Program (PEB). 
Laboratory of Nanotechnology and Plasma Processes; 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
Triboelectricity.  

UFABC - Federal University of 
ABC. Aerospace Engineering 
Undergraduate course 

Prof. Dr. Antônio Gil Vicente 
de Brum 
Prof. Dr. João Batista de Aguiar 

Research Lines are detailed below. 

UFABC - Aerospace Research and 
Development Group - Aerospace Development 

UFABC - Research Group on 
Liquid Fuel Rocket Engines Annibal Hetem Jr Liquid fuel rocket engines 

UFABC - Group of Radio 
Frequency Systems and Devices Carlos Eduardo Capovilla Radio Frequency Systems and Devices 

UFABC - Innovation, Logistics, 
Modeling and Advanced 
Manufacturing 

Eder Oliveira Abensur Logistics, modelling, advanced manufacturing 

UFABC - Science, Technology 
and Materials Modeling Humberto Naoyuki Yoshimura Material Modeling 

ETEP Faculties: Aeronautic 
Engineering Course 

Course coordinator: Carlos 
Lencioni - 

UNIP - Paulista University: 
Undergraduate Course in 
Aeronautic Engineering 

Coordinator: Fernando Silveira 
Madani 

Researches in progress: 
Plane model glider;  
Interior design of commercial aircraft: literature review and 
vehicle industry practices;  
Product design for commercial aircraft furniture.  

UNITAU - University of Taubaté - 
Aeronautic Engineering 

Coordination: Prof. Dr. Giorgio 
Eugenio Oscare Giacaglia 
Director: Prof. Ma. Eliane da 

Polymeric Materials, Composites and Microwave Absorbents: 
nanotechnology area of thin films that absorb electromagnetic 
radiation and advanced composites of aerospace application.  
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
Silveira Romagnolli de Araújo  

Mechanical Vibrations: control of mechatronic systems, detection 
of failures in rotating systems, applied computational intelligence, 
modelling and identification of mechanical systems and signal 
processing and artificial intelligence applied to automation. 

Hangar360: Research and 
Development Centre in Aeronautic 
Technology 

- VANT - Unmanned aerial vehicle (Drones) 
LSA - Light Sport Aircraft 

CEMAH: Aircraft Maintenance 
Mechanic Course 

General director: José Roberto 
Ferreira dos Santos 

Technical Course in Aircraft Maintenance:  
Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 

Skyleader - Technical Course in 
Aircraft Maintenance Mechanic 

-  Technical Course in Aircraft Maintenance:  
Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 

FATEC São José dos Campos - 
Technologist Course in Aircraft 
Maintenance Mechanic 

Prof. Eng. Felix A. Strottmann Technical Course in Aircraft Maintenance:  
Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 

EWM: Aviation Ground School - 

Laboratories:  
Reaction engine workshop. 
Office of propellers and conventional engines 
Workshop on Pneumatics, Hydraulics, Wheels and Landing Gear 
Structural Adjustment and Repair Workshop 
Laboratory of Avionics 

ETEC Alberto Santos Dumont:  
Aircraft Maintenance - Technological Axis: 

Control and Industrial Processes. 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
Congonhas Technical School: 
Technical Course in Aircraft 
Maintenance 

- Modules: Basic, Cell, Powertrain, Technical Enrichment 

TAS School of Civil Aviation- 
Aircraft Maintenance Technician - Modules: Basic, Cell, Powertrain 

EACON: School of Aviation 
Congonhas. Course of Aircraft 
Mechanic, and Mechanic of 
Maintenance of Airplanes and 
Helicopters 

- Specializations: Basic, Cell, Powertrain, Avionics 

Brazilian Aerospace Cluster - 

Local Productive Arrangement (APL) formed in 2009, brings 
together about 120 companies from the aerospace and defence 
chains. Its anchor company is Embraer. Most companies work in 
consulting, engineering, services, industry and manufacturing, 
and defence and security. At Brazilian Aerospace Cluster there 
are companies from six Brazilian states. Several benefits are 
offered by the Brazilian Aerospace Cluster to associated 
companies, such as participation in national and international 
fairs, commercial missions, business roundtables, consortium 
formation. Moreover, there are programs aimed at 
internationalization, training and obtaining certifications. 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in São Paulo, Brazil 
 

  
 
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 

 
Technological Park São José dos 
Campos 

- 

More than 300 companies are linked to the organization: 
60 resident companies 
10 S & T institutions 
32 incubated companies 
120 companies associated with APL Aerospace and Defense 
70 associated with APL TIC Vale 
30 micro-enterprises in Entrepreneur's Galleries 

 
 

Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Minas Gerais, Brazil 
  

Institution Coordination  Research Lines 

UNIFEI – Federal University of 
Itajubá: Course of Mechanical 
Aeronautic Engineering 

Diretor: Prof. José Juliano de 
Lima Junior  

Thermal-Fluid-Mechanical System, Machinery Design, Thermal 
Systems (NEST), Computational Mechanics, Heat Transfer, 

Energy, Aerodesign Project, Materials and Technology, Energy 
Conversion Technologies, Propulsion and Combustion 

UFU - Federal University of 
Uberlandia: Course of Aeronautic 
Engineering 

Undergraduate Coordinator: 
Valder Steffen Jr. 

Materials and manufacturing processes, dynamics of mechanical 
systems, design of mechanical systems, tribology and materials, 
biomechanics, welding 

UNA - University Centre Minas 
Gerais: Technological Graduation 
in Aircraft Maintenance 

Daniel da Mota Silva Cell, motors, avionics.  

EACP - School of Civil Aviation 
Pampulha - Powertrain, Avionics. 

http://www.mecanica.ufu.br/pessoa/valder-steffen-jr
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Minas Gerais, Brazil 
  

Institution Coordination  Research Lines 
Starflight - Aeronautical 
Maintenance Mechanic course - Powertrain, Avionics. 

FUMEC - Foundation for 
Education and Culture of Minas 
Gerais: Course of Aeronautic 
Engineering 

Prof. Rogério Botelho Parra - 

FUMEC – Foundation for 
Education and Culture of Minas 
Gerais: Technological Graduation 
in Aircraft Maintenance 

Prof. Rogério Botelho Parra Human Relations, Business Management, Technical English, 
Powertrain Group Avionics and Aircraft Cells 

UNIFEI – Federal University of 
Itajubá: Course of Mechanical 
Aeronautic Engineering 

Diretor: Prof. José Juliano de 
Lima Junior  

Thermal-Fluid-Mechanical System, Machinery Design, Thermal 
Systems (NEST), Computational Mechanics, Heat Transfer, 
Energy, Aerodesign Project, Materials and Technology, Energy 
Conversion Technologies, Propulsion and Combustion 

UFMG - Federal university of 
Minas Gerais: Undergraduate 
Course of Aerospace Engineering 

Prof. Eduardo Bauzer Medeiros 
Prof. Guilherme de Souza 
Papini 

- 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Paraná, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
UTP - University Tuiuti of Parana - 
Superior Course in Aircraft 
Maintenance Technology 

Rodolfo Enrique 
Perdomo - 

 

Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Distrito Federal, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
UNB - University of Brasília - 
Undergraduate Course of 
Aerospace Engineering 

Prof. Olexiy Shynkarenko Research Lines within University’s laboratories will be detailed 
below.  

UNB - Acoustic and Vibrations 
Laboratory 

Prof.ª Maria Alzira A. 
Nunes Acoustic and Vibrations 

UNB - Engineering and 
Innovation Laboratory 

Prof. Dra. Suélia de Siqueira 
Rodrigues Fleury Rosa Engineering and Biomaterials, Dynamic Systems Management 

UNB - Laboratory of Innovation 
and Applications in Aerospace 
Sciences (LAICA) 

Prof. Olexyi Shynkarenko 
Prof. Manuel Barcelos 
Prof. Chantal Cappelletti 
Prof. Paolo Gessini 
Prof. Simone Battistini  
Prof. José Leonardo Ferreira 

Chemical Propulsion 
Structures 
Satellites 
Electric Propulsion 
Guidance, Navigation and Control 
Plasma Physics Lab 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Distrito Federal, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
SEST - Social Service of 
Transportation/SENAI - 
National Service of 
Transportation Learning  

- Technical Course in Aircraft Maintenance:  
Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 

 

Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Mato Grosso, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
Fly Company Mato Grosso: 
Technical Course in Aircraft 
Maintenance 

- Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 

 

Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 

UNIFA - University of Air Force Commander: Brig. Arnaldo 
Augusto do Aaral Neto 

Aerospace Sciences, Operational Human Performance (detailed 
below). 

UNIFA - Professional Masters in 
Aerospace Sciences 

Prof. Dr. Carlos Cesar de 
Castro Deonisio - Cap Esp 
Aer SVM 

Brazilian Aerospace, Security and Defense 
Relationship between States, Contemporary Strategic Thinking 
and Aerospace Power 

UNIFA - Masters in Operational 
Human Performance 

Prof. Dr. Carlos Cesar de 
Castro Deonisio - Cap Esp Human Operational Performance 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
Aer SVM  

Fly training centre: Aircraft 
maintenance mechanic - Technical Course in Aircraft Maintenance:  

Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 
AVI training: Aircraft 
maintenance mechanic - Technical Course in Aircraft Maintenance:  

Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 
SENAI RJ - National Service of 
Learning in Rio de Janeiro - 
Aircraft maintenance mechanic 
course 

- Technical Course in Aircraft Maintenance:  
Cell, Powertrain, Avionics. 

 

Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 

UFSM - University of Santa Maria: 
Undergraduate Course of Aerospace 
Engineering 

Prof. Dr. Nattan Roberto 
Caetano   
Prof. Dr. Giuliano 
Demarco   

Research Groups on Engines, Microelectronics, Power and 
Control (detailed below).  

UFSM – GPMOT: Research Group 
on Engines, Fuels and Emissions 

Prof. Leonardo Nabaes 
Romano  Design of Engines and Generators and Fuels and Emissions. 

UFSM – GMICRO: Research Group 
on Microelectronics  Microelectronics and Signal Processing  

UFSM – GEPOC: Research Group 
on Electronics of Power and Control 

Prof. José Renes 
Pinheiro, Dr.  Process Control, Power Electronics 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
EEPMA – Otto Ernst Meyer 
Technical School of Aviation: 
Technical Courses in Aircraft 
Maintenance 

- 

Basic module;  
Specialization in Cells;  
Specialization in Powertrain Group (GMP);  
Specialization in Avionics. 

Flight School of Aviation Rio 
Grande do Sul: Aircraft 
Maintenance Mechanic course 

- 

Basic module;  
Specialization in Cells;  
Specialization in Powertrain Group (GMP);  
Specialization in Avionics. 

 

Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Santa Catarina, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 

UFSC - Federal University of Santa 
Catarina:  Undergraduate Course of 
Aerospace Engineering 

Prof. Juan Pablo de 
Lima Costa Salazar 
Vice-Coordinator: 
Alexandre Miers 
Zabot 

Injected Plastic Components Design and Manufacturing , 
Combustion and Thermal Systems Engineering , Materials, 
Metrology and Automation, Welding Technology , Thermal 
Sciences, Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems , Microstructural 
Characterization, Biomechanical Engineering conversion 
processes and Energy technology, Hardware Lab, Vitroceramic 
Materials, Precision Mechanics, Porous Media and 
Thermophysical Properties, Refrigeration and Thermophysics, 
Robotics, Numerical Simulation Laboratories in Fluid Mechanics 
and Heat Transfer, Acoustic Vibrations, Machining Labs and 
Numerical Command 
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Aerospace Institutions and Research lines in Santa Catarina, Brazil 
 

  
 

Institution Coordination Research Lines 
SENAI - National Service of Learning 
in Santa Catarina: Aircraft maintenance 
mechanic Course 

Coordination: Luiz 
Gustavo Avionics 

AeroTD Technology College, School 
of civil aviation: Aircraft maintenance 
mechanic course 

Director: Juan Ibañez 
Courses: Flight Attendant, Private airplane and helicopter pilot, 
technologist superior course in air transport, aircraft maintenance 
technician, aircraft maintenance mechanic.  
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3.6 Government entities that support innovation in 
Brazil  

The main government entities that support innovation in Brazil are BNDES, FINEP, 
CNPq, FAPs, MCTIC, MDIC/ABDI and SEBRAE. In order to help us to understand 
their possible roles to promote spillovers from the Gripen project, we present below a 
summary of legal instruments in place for innovation support in the country.  

The government resources currently available for innovation are based on an 
innovation policy, which defines a strategy for federal action. Within the “Brasil 
Maior Plan” (PBM), the Federal Government established industrial, technological, 
services and foreign trade policies for the period of 2011 to 2014. 

PBM has ten strategic objectives, which are divided into three dimensions (building 
and strengthening critical competence; structural change and efficiency, and expand 
markets) that contribute to the overall target of sustainable development (Exhibit 3.3) 
(Ministry of Development, 2011). 

Exhibit 3.3 – Brasil Maior Plan (PBM) 

 
 
 

PBM has 19 Sectoral Competitiveness Councils, divided in five groups of productive 
systems:  
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(i) Knowledge Intensive Systems: Mechanical Engineering, 
Electroelectronics, Supply Chain for Oil & Gas and Shipbuilding; Health 
Complex; Automotive; Aeronautics and Defence Industries; Capital 
Goods; and Information and Communication Technologies – ICT;  

(ii) Scale-Intensive Systems: Chemical– Petrochemical; Bio-ethanol and 
Renewable Energies; Personal Grooming and Cosmetics; Mining; 
Metallurgy; and Pulp and Paper;  

(iii) Labor-Intensive Systems: Footwear, Textile and Apparel; Furniture; and 
Civil Construction Complex;  

(iv) Agribusiness Systems;  
(v) Trade, Logistics and Services: Wholesale; Trade Logistics; and Services. 

For the Aeronautics and Defence industries, five objectives were defined:  

(1) To strengthen the defence, aeronautics and aerospace production chains;   
(2) To consolidate the Technological, Industrial and Commercial Compensation 

System - CTIC (offset) for purchases and sales in the defines, space and 
aeronautical sectors;  

(3) To foment the capacity of the national industry in the development and 
production of geostationary satellite equipment and subsystems;  

(4) To encourage the development of complete aerospace systems and;  
(5) To implement a pre-competitive R&D program for the aeronautics sector 

based on the development of frontier technology projects. 
Many institutions are involved in the implementation of those initiatives. ABDI 
(Agência Brasileira de Desenvolvimento Industrial), an agency of the MDIC 
responsible for industrial development, coordinates the initiatives regarding the 5th 
objective. 

Together with the PBM, which focuses on stimulating innovation and domestic 
production to leverage the competitiveness of the industry in domestic and foreign 
markets, a new set of laws was established in Brazil to support innovation. (Exhibit 
3.4) 
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Exhibit 3.4: Laws that support innovation in Brazil 

Innovation Law (Law 10.973/04 and Decree 5.563/05) 
 
Establishment of propitious environment to the strategic partnerships between 
S&TIs and companies; incentives for the participation of S&TIs in innovation 
processes; and incentives for companies’ innovation.  
 
It allows, among others, the government to grant the economic subsidy to corporate 
R&D, the interaction of federal S&TIs with companies through the NITS 
(Technological Innovation Centers) and the creation of EPE (Company Specific 
Purpose), Law that creates the Sectoral Funds (1999) and the FNDCT (Law 
11.540/2007 and its regulation Dec. 6938/2009).  
 
Lei do Bem of Tax Incentives (Law 11.196/05. Decree 5.798/06 and INRF) 
 
Lei do MEC (MEC´s law) (Law 11.487) for projects in partnership with public ICTs.  
 
General Law of Micro and Small Companies – Differentiated treatment for public 
procurements. 
 
Law of Debentures for SPE (Society of Specific Purpose) and its regulation.  
 
State Laws of Support for Innovation; Establishment of Innovative companies in 
Technological Parks and attraction of companies in strategic economic sectors.  
 
Laws, Decrees, and Municipal Investment Funds of interest (in some cases).  
 
Specific Sectorial Laws: e.g. Law of Petroleum (Law 9.478/97) 
Source: Redetec and ANPEI, 2013.  
 
There is a wide and diversified set of public instruments to encourage the adoption of 
innovative strategies by Brazilian companies, including direct and indirect incentives, 
equity participation with risk capital, the special R&D clause of the ANP (National 
Petroleum Agency), and other mechanisms that characterize companies as innovative. 
Incentives include financial resources transferred for the companies directly or with 
the intermediation of federal government agencies, and technical and managerial 
support mechanisms offered by public and private agencies. (Exhibit 3.5) 
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Exhibit 3.5: Public instruments to support innovation in Brazilian companies 

Direct Incentives 
Credit lines:  

With return: loan 
Without return: subsidy, R&D support, Partnerships support (companies 

and ICTs) 
Scholarships, Research grants and Insertion of PhDs in the company  

 
Indirect Incentives 
Federal, State and Municipal Tax Incentives 
Use of the State purchasing power 

Law of Micro and Small Companies and improvement of the Biddings Law 
Subsidies for Information, Consulting and Product Development, Prototyping  
 EMBRAPII, Sebraetec, SIBRATEC System, SBRT – Technical Response  
Incentive to the Elaboration of Business Plans and Consolidation of the Company  
 Incubators, Accelerators, Sebrae Mais, Business Networks (e.g. 
RedePetro), Innovativa Brasil (MDIC & Endeavor), Bids FINEP/SEBRAE. 
Awards  
 FINEP Award of Innovation, Petrobras Awards, Santander, etc.  
 
Equity participation with venture capital 
Venture capital: Public Funds, Private or PPP, Seed Money, Private Equity (PE), 
IPO 
Mentoring Support of Accelerators and Investment Funds 
 
Special Clause R&D (ANP) 
Special Participation article 21 of decree 2.705/98 that regulates the Law of 
Petroleum (Law 9478/97) 
 
Other mechanisms that characterize the company as innovative (competence to 
innovate) 
ABNT Norm of Systems and Projects Management 
Associations: ANPEI and Cooperation Networks  
Participation in the PINTEC survey 
Programs for Internationalization of Companies and International Cooperation  
Source: Redetec and ANPEI, 2013.  
 
Exhibit 3.6 details the thresholds, focus and sizes of companies served by various 
fomentations and subsidies to support innovation available in the Brazilian National 
Innovation System. These incentives and subsidies cover several phases of the 
development of an innovative product/service.  
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Exhibit 3.6: Incentives to support innovation in Brazil (values, limits, focus and sizes of the 
benefited companies) 

Institution  Incentive  With 
return  

Without 
return Limit Values Focus Size 

BNDES FINEM X   Minimum R$10 
million 

Mega production 
projects Large 

BNDES BNDES 
Innovation X   

Minimum R$1 
million 
Maximum R$200 
million 

All the 
development 
cycle of 
innovation 

Medium/Large 

BNDES Petroleum and 
Natural Gas X   

Minimum R$1 
million 
Maximum R$3 
million 
(Production 
Innovation) 

All the 
development 
cycle of 
innovation 

Medium/Large 

BNDES BNDES 
Automatic X   

Maximum R$20 
million 
Maximum R$10 
million (for Large 
Company) 

Fixed assets 
investments and 
Projects R,D&I 

All 

BNDES BNDES Card X   Maximum R$1 
million (per card) 

Inputs, Machines 
and Services 

MSME (Micro, 
Small and 
Medium 
Enterprises) 

BNDES BNDES credit 
limit X   Minimum R$1 

million 

Revolving credit 
for investment 
R,D&I 

Medium/Large 

BNDES FUNTEC   x   

Innovation 
Projects for 
S&TI (Science 
and Technology 
Institutes) in 
partnership with 
company 

All 

FINEP/ 
BNDES Inova Petro X x Minimum R$1 

million 

All the 
development 
cycle of 
innovation 

Medium/Large 

FINEP Inova Brasil  X   Minimum R$1 
million 

All the 
development 
cycle of 
innovation 

Medium/Large 

FINEP INOVACRED x   

Minimum R$150 
thousand  
Maximum R$2 
million 

R&D Projects 

MSME (Micro, 
Small and 
Medium 
Enterprises) 
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Institution  Incentive  With 
return  

No 
return Limit Values Focus Size 

FINEP Sectoral Fund 
CT-Petro   x Linked to the Call 

for proposals 

Innovation 
Projects for ICT 
in partnership 
with company 

All 

FINEP 
Centralized 
Economic 
Subsidy 

  x 

Linked to the Call 
for proposals 
(between R$700 
thousands and 
R$1.5 million) 

R,D&I Projects  Medium/Large 

FINEP TECNOVA   x Minimum 
R$120.000,00 R,D&I Projects 

MSME 
(Micro, Small 
and Medium 
Enterprises) 

CNPq RHAE 
Scholarships 

  x Maximum 
R$150.000,00 
Type A  
and R$400.000,00 
type B 

Insertion of 
Masters/Doctors 
in the Company 

MSMEs  

FAP Technological 
Innovation 

  x Maximum 
R$400.000,00 
(average) 

R,D&I Projects MSMEs 

FAP Scholarship 
Technological 
Innovation 

  x Each state has its 
own policy 

Technological 
Innovation 

MSMEs 

FAP Partnership 
Programs  
Large 
Companies 

  x Depends on the 
negotiation with 
the Large 
Company 

R,D&I Projects MSMEs 

MCT EMBRAPII 
Partnership 
Company for 
Development 

  x 1/3 of counterpart R,D&I Projects All 

MCT/ 
SEBRAE 

SIBRATEC 
Technological 
Extension 
Innovation 
Centres 

  x % of counterpart, 
each state has its 
own policy (for 
extension) 
Minimum R$500 
thousands; up to 
95% is subsidized 

Technological 
Services and  
 
R,D&I Projects 

MSMEs 

SEBRAE SEBRAETEC   x 20% of 
counterpart 

Technological 
Services 

MPEs  

FINEP/ 
SEBRAE 

Innovation 
Bids 

  x According to the 
Bid 

R,D&I Projects 
(at minimum 1 
ITC and 3 MSEs 
Micro/Small 
Companies) 

MSEs (Micro 
and Small 
Enterprises) 

Source: Redetec and ANPEI, 2013.  
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4. Spillovers drivers (required conditions for spillover 
occurrence)  

In this session, we analyse the Brazilian conditions that may foster or hinder spillover 
occurrence. This analysis was made in three levels: the macro level (environment), 
the meso level (industry) and the micro level (companies). The macro level analysis 
was based on a comparison between Brazil and Sweden in terms of competitiveness, 
using data from the WEF´s Global Competitiveness Index, and on the analysis of 
strengths and weaknesses of Brazilian S&T institutes with activities in the Brazilian 
aeronautical industry, using secondary data. For the meso and micro level analysis we 
researched Embraer suppliers´ absorptive capacity by applying a questionnaire to 
measure their absorptive capacity. This analysis was checked and complemented by 
semi-structured interviews with Embraer and Gripen´s suppliers, as well as a focus 
group section with Embraer´s tier 2 suppliers. 

 

4.1 Analysis of environmental conditions 

The macro analysis is important because the spillover occurrence depends not only 
the firm’s individual capabilities, but also the role of socio-economic agents, 
supportive infrastructure, the institutions, the network dynamics of civic engagement, 
the changing economy-wide systems and the social capital involved between the 
MNCs and the local firms (Gachino, 2006). According to Blömstrom and Kokko 
(1998), host country spillovers vary systematically between countries and industries, 
and are likely to increase with the level of local capability and competition.Spencer 
(2008) proposes that the relationship between local firms’ exposure to an MNE’s 
knowledge (via demonstration effects, local linkage effects, or employment effects) 
and horizontal spillovers will increase with the similarity between the MNE’s home 
and host country national environments.  

Considering Spencer’s proposition, the objectives of the analysis of environment 
determinants are two-fold: (i) to analyse the Brazilian and Swedish competitiveness 

Companies

Industry

Environment

 Questionnaire to measure companies´absorptive capacity (Zahra model, George, 2002)

 Identification of Brazilian Science and Technology institutes with activities in the aeronautical
industry

 Semi structured interviews with Gripen suppliers, focus group with tier 2 suppliers and
secundary data

Comparison Brazil/Sweden: Competitiveness report
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using the Global Competitiveness Index data; and (ii) to analyse the Brazilian and 
Swedish determinant variables for competitiveness using de the PICAM method. The 
following questions guided the analysis: 

• What are the potential determinants of Brazil´s competitiveness in the Global 
Competitiveness Index perspective?  

• What are the potential determinants of Sweden´s competitiveness in the 
Global Competitiveness Index perspective?  
 

Methodology 
Since 2005, the World Economic Forum has published the Global Competitiveness 
Index (GCI), which combines 114 indicators that capture concepts that matter for 
productivity and long-term prosperity. These indicators are grouped into 12 pillars 
(Exhibit 4.1): institutions, infrastructure, macroeconomic environment, health and 
primary education, higher education and training, goods market efficiency, labour 
market efficiency, financial market development, technological readiness, market 
size, business sophistication, and innovation. These pillars are in turn organized into 
three sub-indexes: basic requirements, efficiency enhancers, and innovation and 
sophistication factors. The three subindexes are given different weights in the 
calculation of the overall Index, depending on each economy’s stage of development, 
as proxied by its GDP per capita and the share of exports represented by raw 
materials. 

Exhibit 4.1: Global Competitiveness Index 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

 

The GCI is a weighted average based on rates varying from a scale of 1 to 7 of many 
different components measuring different aspects of countries’ competitiveness. For 
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the purpose of this research, we considered eight pillars that specifically contribute to 
competitiveness analyses observing market opportunities in Brazil. The eight chosen 
pillars are: Pillar 2 (Infrastructure), Pillar 3 (Macroeconomic Environment), Pillar 5 
(Higher Education and Training), Pillar 6 (Goods Market Efficiency), Pillar 7 (Labor 
Market Efficiency), Pillar 9 (Technological Readiness), Pillar 11 (Business Sophistication) 
and Pillar 12 (Innovation).  

In order to assess the main factors that affect the Brazilian level of competitiveness, 
we use the econometric method called Private Investment Cross Analysis Method 
(PICAM) to analyse the GCI data from the chosen pillars. The PICAM is presented at 
the Appendix 8.2 and is used to econometric analyses. This research also applied the 
PICAM to compare the Brazilian results with the Swedish ones (Appendix 8.3 
presents a description of each selected pillar).  

Although the results of competitiveness pillars are analysed separately, it is important 
to keep in mind that they are not independent. They tend to reinforce each other, and 
a weakness in one area often has a negative impact in others. The detailed structure 
and methodology used to compute the GCI are presented at the end of this session. 

 
Competitiveness Performance of Brazil and Sweden  
The results of this section show the performance of competitiveness indicators for 
Brazil and Sweden throughout the eight chosen pillars. Graph 1 shows the index’s 
growth rate, calculated as the logarithm for the 2005-2017 period. The results of 
Graph 1 suggest that Sweden presents a higher growth rate pattern if compared to 
Brazil. As for Brazil, it is observed an improvement on the Global Competitiveness 
Index during the period 2007 – 2013, which may be largely attributed to the increase 
of the commodities’ international value. 

Graph 4.1: Global Competitiveness Index Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

However, the Brazilian prosperity period started to decline due to the end of the 
commodity super-cycle resulting in a drop in export values for major commodity 
exporting countries. The subsequent fall in global trade has also hit demand for 
manufacturing exports, further reducing the value of exports. The result of the 
negative terms-of-trade shock has meant a large trade deficit, producing current 
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account deficits and government budget deficits. Brazil has also struggled with 
political and corruption problems which have created a negative impact on 
investments and consequently on firms’ productivity.  

Faced with impending Brexit and geopolitical crises spilling over into the region, 
Europe finds itself in critical condition in many respects. Nevertheless, the region still 
performs above the global average in terms of competitiveness (4.72 average score in 
Europe versus an average score of 4.11 among the rest of the world). This is driven 
by the performance of a group of regional champions, notably Switzerland, which 
leads the global rankings for the eighth consecutive year. The top 12 includes seven 
other European countries: the Netherlands (4th), Germany (5th), Sweden (6th), the 
United Kingdom (7th), Finland (10th), Norway (11th), and Denmark (12th). 

The results of Graph 2 show the growth rate’s behaviour for Pillar 2 (Infrastructure). 
It can be seen that Brazil has not improved its investments in infrastructure, which 
affects competitiveness directly. As a matter of fact, investments have not been a 
priority for the Brazilian government. On the other hand, Sweden´s infrastructure 
indicator has shown higher level of investments, thus contributing to a higher 
competitiveness behaviour. As a result, Sweden is ranked 20th out of 144 countries 
with respect to infrastructure and as for Brazil is ranked 72 out of 144 countries.   

Graph 4.2: Infrastructure Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

Investments in infrastructure contribute largely to economic performance, boost 
firms’ productivity growth and general living standards. It brings consumers closer to 
businesses, and it brings workers in contact with more opportunities. These deeper 
connections promote market competition, which in turn promote greater 
specialization for both firms and workers, leading to innovation and a more dynamic 
economy.  

The results for macroeconomic environment’s growth rate are seen on Graph 3. The 
results show that the Brazilian macroeconomic environment has improved slowly 
throughout time, especially during the 2005-2013 period. It has decreased 
considerably after this period, mainly because of the financial problems on federal 
and state levels, and of the end of the commodity super-cycle. 
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Graph 4.3: Macroeconomic Environment Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

Despite the relative depreciation of the currency against the US dollar, exports have 
not recovered. This makes evident the magnitude of the competitiveness challenges 
for Brazil, where productivity has been falling, on average, during the last 10 years. 

Although the top European countries (including Sweden) are pushing the frontier in 
almost all areas, there is wide dispersion in regional performance on several pillars. 
The largest gap is in the macroeconomic environment pillar, a reflection of the fact 
that the region has been recovering unevenly from the global financial crisis. 
However, the Sweden results suggest an opposite behaviour when comparing to 
Brazil. The Swedish macroeconomic environment has improved despite the global 
financial crisis and growth has been robust, at 3.7 percent in 2016, and the country 
has managed to significantly decrease its deficit in 2015.  
The Pillar 5’s (Higher Education and Training) growth rate is represented on Graph 4, 
which shows that the Brazilian´s investments on higher education have had major 
variation throughout time. This suggests that policy makers have not considered it as 
a top priority.   

Graph 4.4: Higher Education and Training Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 
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In 2015-2016, investments on education decreased to the lowest level in history, which is 
below the investment rate in 2007-2008. This is mainly related to the economic crisis that 
the country is facing. Basically, the figures reflect a reduction in the secondary education 
enrolment, tertiary education enrolment, quality of the Education System, quality of math 
and science education, quality of management schools, among other indicators. 

Although we observe a decrease on Sweden´s higher education investments in the period 
2015-2017, it still ranked on 5th place out of 144 countries. The continuous investment on 
skills of the current as well as future workforce has led Sweden to overcome the global 
international financial crises. Future workforce is expected to be better equipped than 
current workers are.  

The goods market efficiency growth rate (Graph 5) shows a highly volatile behaviour 
representing a major problem for Brazilian competitiveness. Such variations are given by 
a set of factors that influences efficiency, such as low intensity of local competition, 
extent of market dominance, effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy, effect of taxation on 
incentives to invest, agricultural policy costs, prevalence of non-tariff barriers, buyer 
sophistication, among others.  

Graph 4.5: Goods Market Efficiency Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

The results also suggests that such behaviour is undermined by various distortions, 
including the lack of competition caused by high barriers to entry for foreign firms 
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instability characterizes the financial sector. It may be seen as the result of 
inefficiencies, lack of competition, and suboptimal allocation of capital are the 
answers for a drastic decrease since 2012-2013.  

As for Sweden, the results suggest an opposite behaviour when comparing to Brazil. 
Sweden Goods Market Efficiency Growth Rate has improved at the same time period 
that Brazil was deteriorating. Sweden is ranked 11th due to the effectiveness of anti-
monopoly policy, prevalence of non-tariff barriers, high degree of customer 
orientation and small number of procedures to start a business.   

As for Pillar 7 (Labor Market Efficiency), it is observed deterioration over the last 6 
years. The deterioration is a result of low cooperation in labour-employer relations, 
flexibility of wage determination, redundancy costs, effect of taxation on incentives 
to work and low productivity. Lower marker efficiency slows down productivity 
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improvements turning labour markets less flexible as well as restrictive labour 
regulations are perceived as the most problematic factor for doing business. 

Graph 4.6: Labour Market Efficiency Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

On the other hand, as for Sweden, the results suggest an opposite pattern. In Sweden, 
the Labor Market Efficiency Growth Rate has improved the labour market functions 
reasonably well with a high employment rate and a high level of women’s 
participation in the workforce. However, there is room for improvement in labour 
market flexibility: Sweden has dropped 26 places to 120th in terms of the effect of 
taxation on incentives to work, and restrictive labour regulations are perceived 
business competitiveness. 

In terms of Technological Readiness (Pillar 9), the results suggest that Brazil (rank 
59) is far behind Sweden (rank 4).  The Brazilian growth rate has shown periods of 
improvement as seen in 2006-2010 and 2011-2012, but still presents a significant gap 
if compared to Sweden, which maintained a consistent growth throughout the entire 
analysed period.  

Graph 4.7: Technological Readiness Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 
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The improvements in Sweden´s technological readiness indicator is given by the 
high-level of availability of latest technologies, high firm-level technology 
absorption, technology transfer and access to internet. 

Business sophistication is more closely associated with income levels in general, and 
in emerging economies and commodity-exporting economies in particular, than they 
used to be. We observe that Sweden has improved its business sophistication 
indicator during the global financial crises initiated in 2008-2009, while Brazil has 
suffered a decline of this indicator. 

Graph 4.8: Business Sophistication Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

 

The turning point occurred in 2014-2015, when Sweden improved its indicator and 
Brazil experienced cutback. This happened mainly because Brazil deteriorated its 
state of cluster, value chain breadth, quantity and quality of local supplier and mainly, 
its production process. 

Innovation occurs in an ecosystem where businesses, regulations, and social norms 
promote connectivity, creativity, entrepreneurship, collaboration, and the adoption of 
the latest technologies to generate new ideas and bring new products and business 
models to market. These concepts are measured in four pillars: technological 
adoption, market size, business dynamism, and innovation capacity. 

Finally, the Pillar 9 (Innovation Growth Rate) results, Graph 9, shows that 
accelerating innovation efforts will be crucial to maintain current levels of prosperity. 
Sweden is well equipped to embrace the Fourth Industrial Revolution, with a strong 
score on technological readiness and ranked within the top 10 in innovation.  

The graph suggests the gap between Brazil and Sweden in terms of innovation, as 
Sweden kept a stable path along the years. However, the availability of scientists and 
engineers is falling which is a reminder that renewed efforts to invest in human 
capital and skills are necessary to ensure long-term competitiveness and innovation 
capacity. 
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Graph 4.9: Innovation Growth Rate 

 
Source: WEF: The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017 

As for Brazil, it is observed that since 2010, there has been a decrease of innovation 
investments and innovation capacity, alongside the quality of scientific research 
institutions, university-industry collaboration in R&D, government procurement of 
advanced tech products and availability of scientists and engineers. 

The so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution brings both unprecedented opportunity 
and an accelerated speed of change. It requires not only those businesses be willing 
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markets. 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is not defined by any particular set of emerging 
technologies themselves, but rather by the transition to new systems that are being 
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become ubiquitous, they will fundamentally alter the way we produce, consume, 
communicate, move, generate energy, and interact with one another. 

As indicated previously, Brazil is moving on opposite direction and it is questionable 
whether it will be able to overcome the productivity gaps and develop the necessary 
growth drivers of in order to join the Fourth Industrial Revolution.   

 

The PICAM analysis: Brazil – Sweden 
The PICAM methodology was applied to test the behaviour of variables that 
influence the competitiveness pillars for Brazil and Sweden. The PICAM tables with 
the results are presented on Appendix 8.4. The results are important to help Brazil 
and Sweden elaborate an agenda of cooperation in various investment areas. The 
WEF data reveals that Brazil has reduced investments in technology, business 
sophistication and innovation, while Sweden has increased investments considerably 
in these pillars. The following results are presented by pillars in order to facilitate 
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Global Competitiveness Index 
The PICAM results suggest significant and positive influences on Brazil´s Global 
Competitiveness for Technological Readiness, Goods Market Efficiency and 
Business Sophistication with coefficients 0.6803, 0.5832 and 0.3297, respectively. 
Brazil is a country suitable to receive investments in technology given a satisfactory 
business structure and efficiency on market goods. On the other hand, Brazil has to 
improve considerably its Macroeconomic Environment and investments on Higher 
Education and Training. Although these pillars influence positively competitiveness it 
appears to have low impact on its global competitiveness index, 0.13, 0.006, 
respectively. Finally, it is observed that Infrastructure, Innovation and Labor Market 
Efficiency have presented negative coefficient sign (-0.2666), (-2008) and (-0.1370), 
respectively. The results indicates that Brazil is going through considerable 
investments cuts generating problems on its structure to compete, that is, increasing 
operational costs reduces competitiveness on the long-run. 

As for Sweden, the PICAM results indicate a different importance ranking. The 
pillars that most affect Sweden´s competitiveness are Technological Readiness, 
Macroeconomic Environment, Higher Education and Training and Business 
Sophistication with positive and significant coefficients´ 0.9803, 0.8798, 0.7073 and 
0.5626, respectively. In general, we observe that Sweden has highly invested in 
technology readiness, education and structured macroeconomic to guarantee 
development and competitiveness. The results also suggests a need for improvement 
on pillars Infrastructure, Innovation, Efficiency on Market Goods, and  Labor Market 
Efficiency with coefficients, even though positive, 0.2164, 0.1480, 0,1021 and 
0.0958, respectively.  

For a better understanding of the results presented previously, we decided to break 
down each pillar to observe which factors influence positively or negatively each 
country´s pillars.  

  

Pillar 2: Infrastructure 
As seen previously, an extensive and efficient infrastructure is critical for ensuring 
the effective functioning of the economy. The PICAM results suggest that Brazil 
needs improvement in all modes of transport, such as quality of air transport, quality 
of ports, and quality of roads with positive coefficients 0.4981, 0.4666 and 0,0624, 
respectively. On the other hand, the results for quality of railroad presented a 
coefficient with negative (-0.1721).  

It is still a problem to enable entrepreneurs to get their goods and services to market 
in a secure and timely manner and facilitate the movement of workers to the most 
suitable jobs. Economies also depend on electricity supplies that are free from 
interruptions and shortages so that businesses and factories can work unimpeded. In 
that case, Brazil´s results shows that quality of electricity needs improvement as well, 
even thought, the coefficient indicated the fourth on importance. The surprising 
results are observed on the Available Airline Seat Kilometres millions/week factor 
with a coefficient of 0.8855. That means that Brazil has a large potential on aerospace 
market. Finally, Brazil´s results indicates that the country needs improvements on 
telecommunications network since it still has fixed telephone lines as the main source 
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of communication (0.3154), if compared to mobile cellular telephone subscription 
with a coefficient of 0.0910.   

The infrastructure results reveal better positive coefficients for some factors in 
Sweden, but also present structural problems such as the ones found in Brazil. The 
PICAM results suggests that Sweden needs improvement in all modes of transport, 
such as quality of air transport, quality of ports, and quality of roads with positive 
coefficients 0.3912, 0.2052 and 0.0434, respectively. The results for quality of 
railroad presented a negative coefficient value of -0.2753. The Swedish results shows 
efficient quality of electricity with a coefficient of 0.5513. The results for Available 
Airline Seat Kilometres millions/week factor indicate a need for improvement, given 
low coefficient value of 0.0934. That is a situation where we observe plenty use of 
airline seats. Finally, Sweden´s results indicate that the country presents an effective 
telecommunications network with mobile cellular telephone subscriptions higher than 
fixed telephones.    

 
Pillar 3: Macroeconomic Environment 
The Brazilian macroeconomic environment differs significantly to the Swedish. 
Brazil presented negative effects for country credit rating (-3.9871) and annual 
inflation (-0.6266). It is reasonable to assume that low credit rating reduces 
international investments into the country. Brazil has its rating decreased because of 
the consequences of international crisis, as well as its political and financial crisis 
started in 2014. Inflation has a negative impact on Brazilian macroeconomics because 
of increase on interest rates, which reduces demand and investments. Inflation (-
0.0091) also affects Sweden´s macroeconomic environment but in a less manner 
because of its low annual inflation guarantees stability. On the other hand, the 
Brazilian Government Debt results presented a positive coefficient of 0.4656 if 
compared to Sweden´s with negative figure of -0.0019. While Brazil depends on 
government spending to promote development, this is not the case for Sweden. Gross 
National Savings and Government Budget Balance are important for a good 
macroeconomic environment for both countries.      

 
Pillar 5: Higher Education and Training 
It is crucial for economies to have well-educated workers who are able to perform 
complex tasks and adapt rapidly to their changing environment and the evolving 
needs of the production system. The PICAM results show the main factors that 
influence the pillar for Higher Education and Training.  

The Brazilian results suggest that investments in education were directed to technical 
training instead of investments in areas with math and science education. That is 
based on the coefficient values for Quality of Management Schools (0.6023), Local 
Availability of Specialized Training Services (0.2158) and Tertiary Education 
Enrolment (0.2001). The areas that showed positive influences, but with small 
participation was Secondary Education Enrolment (0.0818) and Quality of Math and 
Science Education (0.0516). Finally, the factors that need major attentions are Quality 
of the Education System (-0.2769), Extent of Staff Training (0.1322) and Internet 
Access in Schools (-0.0686).  
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Sweden´s result differ significantly from Brazil’s. Sweden´s investments are based on 
Quality of Management Schools (0.9934), Quality of Math and Science Education 
(0.2915), Quality of the Education System (0.2769) and Local Availability of 
Specialized Training Services (0.2762). The country is able not only to improve 
business decision-making, but also research on sciences and technical training 
services.  This is important to maintain vocational and continuous on-the-job training 
— an endeavour often neglected in many economies—for ensuring a constant 
upgrading of workers’ skills. 

 
Pillar 6: Goods Market Efficiency 
Countries with efficient goods markets are well positioned to produce the right mix of 
products and services given their particular supply-and-demand conditions, as well as 
to ensure that these goods can be most effectively traded in the economy. In that case, 
Brazil and Sweden portray similar results. The Brazilian market presents an 
acceptable degree of buyer sophistication (0.5747), but still an agricultural policy 
dependent (0.4715). The market is characterized by a prevalence of foreign 
ownership (0.4402), with an extent of market dominance and intense local 
competition 0.3014).  

As for Sweden, we observe that its goods market efficiency is determined by its 
effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy and intensity of local competition. However, 
its market presented several factors that affect negatively its goods market efficiency, 
namely the prevalence of foreign ownership, prevalence of non-tariff barriers, effect 
of taxation on incentives to invest and imports. Thus, the results suggest a healthier 
market competition for both domestic and foreign market in order to improve 
business productivity.  

 
Pillar 7: Labor Market Efficiency 
The efficiency and flexibility of the labour market are critical for ensuring that 
workers are allocated to their most effective use in the economy and provided with 
incentives to give their best effort in their jobs. The factors that mostly influences 
Brazilian´s Labor Market Efficiency are Cooperation in Labor-employer Relations, 
Pay and Productivity, Hiring and Firing Practices and Flexibility of Wage 
Determination. As for the Reliance on Professional Management, results show a 
negative effect, which suggests that firms centralize decisions on one person or 
family decision structure.     

Sweden, on the other hand, presents reliance on professional management factor as 
the most important factor in order to guarantee labour market efficiency. Ii is also 
important to observe that Flexibility of Wage Determination and Pay and Productivity 
are factors with considerable significance in the analysis. 

Therefore, Brazil needs more labour markets efficiency in order to have flexibility to 
shift workers from one economic activity to another rapidly and at low cost, and to 
allow for wage fluctuations without much social disruption.  
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Pilar 9: Technological Readiness 
The technological readiness indicator measures the agility with which an economy 
adopts existing technologies to enhance the productivity of its industries. Brazil´s 
results indicates positive and significant coefficient for firm-level technology 
absorption (0.9914) which can be understood that as an opportunity to invest on 
firm´s digitalization. Brazil also invested on availability of the latest technology to 
enhance the productivity of its industries. However, the results also show a negative 
coefficient for Technology Transfer. This is a hardly surprising outcome, since Brazil 
does not invest consistently in Quality of Math and Science Education. The results for 
Sweden indicated positive signs for all factors and the ones that most influences 
Technological Readiness are Firm-level Technology Absorption and Technology 
Transfer.  

 

Pilar 11: Business Sophistication 
The Business Sophistication pillar measures the quality of overall business networks 
and the quality of individual firms’ operations and strategies in order to increase 
investments in digitalization. The Brazilian results suggest that all the analysed 
variables do influence positively Business Sophistication with the exception of the 
production process sophistication and nature of competitive advantage, which 
presented a negative coefficient. It is important to notice that production process 
sophistication needs a high level of investment in digitalization to improve efficiency 
in order to reduce production operations costs. Local Supplier Quantity and Quality 
are considered good, but Cluster Development needs improvement.  

Sweden has also presented positive sign for all factors with the exception of Local 
Supplier Quantity. Even though the country presented high-level Value Chain 
Breadth and Production Process Sophistication, it appears that there is need to 
improve the number of supplier in order guarantee efficient production.  

 

Pilar 12: Innovation 
The objective is to measure the conditions for innovation to reinforce business 
efficiency spillovers as well as the opportunities for innovation in processes and 
products creation. The results suggest that all the analysed variables do influence 
positively Brazil´s capacity for innovation and are important to enhance firms´ 
productivity. The exception is for Patents Registration that indicated a negative 
coefficient, representing the need for investments in scientific areas to create new 
products and patents.  It is important to notice that capacity for innovation and 
company spending on R&D presents the highest coefficient related to the importance 
of these variables to guarantee a proper innovation environment. By guaranteeing 
investments in digitalization R&D, the private sector will improve industrial 
efficiency in order to reduce operations cost production.  

Sweden has a better-developed innovation structure if compared to Brazil, especially 
if we consider the factors´ importance order. The results indicate that Capacity for 
Innovation, Quality of Scientific Research Institutions, University-Industry 
Collaboration in R&D and Company Spending on R&D are positive and significant 
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high coefficients. The difference between Brazil and Sweden is University-Industry 
Collaboration in R&D, in which such collaboration in Sweden in better than in Brazil.   

 

Relevant considerations: 
It is possible to achieve impressive competitive success in firms´ production by 
attracting export-oriented foreign direct investments on the basis of good location, 
well-managed macroeconomic policy, and moderate levels of skills and capabilities. 
Competitiveness, understood as the set of factors, institutions and activities that 
enable a location to sustain a high level of prosperity and its companies to compete 
successfully, requires an inclusive, cross-discipline perspective.  

The Government has to upgrade the skill, technology and supplier structure to allow 
private enterprises to achieve a new and higher level of competitiveness. Different 
Governments are adopting different strategies. While all claim to be investing in 
education and promoting technology development, few implement a proactive 
industrial policy de facto. Brazil needs to start a "catch-up" process for development 
in order to increase productivity.  

The comparison between Brazil and Sweden in terms of competitiveness highlights 
that Brazil and Sweden portray opposing patterns in terms of Global Competitiveness 
Index, particularly in the following factors:  investments in Higher Education, Market 
and Labor Efficiency, Business Sophistication and Technology. Brazil is a country 
where Macroeconomic Environment condition directly influences firms´ investments 
decision making. Infrastructure inefficiency increases operational costs and reduces 
the competitiveness for Brazilian companies. Low University-Industry Collaboration 
in R&D combined will low patents creation are the main innovation gaps that affects 
Brazil´s competitiveness development and also reduces the Brazilian spillover 
potential of the Gripen NG project.   

4.2 Analysis of Companies/Industry Conditions 

Absorptive capacity (ACAP) is the firm’s ability to identify, assimilate and exploit 
knowledge gained from external sources, facilitating knowledge accumulation and its 
subsequent use. It is based on the existence of the firm’s prior knowledge that is 
assimilated and spread between various members of the organization; this prior 
knowledge is also integrated with newly acquired knowledge in the development or 
modification of skills and routines that promote the innovation process. The first 
definitions found in literature highlight three dimensions of ACAP: knowledge 
identification, assimilation, and exploitation to a commercial end. These dimensions 
enable companies to exploit new discoveries and knowledge and serve as an 
intangible resource that can be a major competitive advantage through innovation and 
strategic flexibility. Studies on the concept of absorptive capacity have shown that it 
influences innovation, business performance, intraorganizational knowledge transfer 
and interorganizational learning (FLATTEN et al., 2011). 

Absorptive capacity is a dynamic capability, pertaining to knowledge creation and 
utilization that enhances a firm’s ability to gain and sustain a competitive advantage. 
The model of Zahra and George (2002) adds two major stages to the process of 
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converting knowledge into the actions that produce competitive advantage: potential 
absorptive capacity, which includes acquisition and assimilation capabilities; and 
realized absorptive capacity, which includes transformation and exploitation 
capabilities. In addition, it identifies internal processes – activation triggers and social 
integration mechanisms - and regimes of appropriation, which are the conditions of 
the industry that make it easier or harder for firms to retain control of their own 
knowledge (EASTERBY-SMITH et al., 2005).   

Grünfeld (2006) points out that R&D-intensive firms have a higher capacity to absorb 
external R&D results. The technological level provides them with a competitive 
advantage, which gives good reason to enter new markets; one of the reasons for this 
may be because that their strong absorptive capacity provides gains from local 
learning since R&D in different firms tends to be complementary. Gachino (2006) 
analyses determinants of spillover occurrence and states that for spillovers to occur, a 
firm must have high absorptive capacity. This could be in a strong R&D base or on a 
high technological knowledge in human resources and physical capital investment.  

 
Absorptive capacity: a brief description of the method used 
The method for measuring the absorptive capacity used in this work was based on the 
study made by Flatten et al. (2011), which seeks to incorporate various dimensions to 
ACAP. The intention of the model is to capture these multiple dimensions, 
considering its nature and contributions to the organizations. The study’s measure for 
ACAP was developed by means of an empirical study based on simple proxies 
commonly used in the literature and its psychometric properties. It also follows a 
concept that distinguishes between potential ACAP (knowledge acquisition and 
assimilation) and realized ACAP (knowledge transformation and exploitation).  

• Acquisition: refers to a firm’s ability to identify and obtain knowledge from 
external sources (e.g. suppliers).  

• Assimilation: refers to a firm’s ability to develop processes and routines 
useful in analysing, interpreting, and understanding externally acquired 
knowledge.  

• Transformation: means developing and refining the routines that facilitate 
combining existing knowledge with acquired and assimilated knowledge for 
future use. 

• Exploitation: denotes a firm’s capacity to improve, expand, and use its 
existing routines, competencies and technologies to create something new 
based on the “transformed” knowledge.  

Thus, the measure proposed by Flatten (2011) assesses the degree to which a 
company engages in knowledge acquisition activities, assimilates acquired 
information into existing knowledge, transforms the newly adapted knowledge, and 
commercially exploits the transformed knowledge to its competitive advantage. The 
measure encompasses 14 items classified into four dimensions and is a useful tool to 
evaluate a company’s strengths and weaknesses concerning ACAP. It allows for 
comparison across firms, providing a basis for determining where additional 
investments should be made to upgrade and improve the use of ACAP.  
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The questionnaire used in the study to analyse the spillover occurrence in the 
Brazilian aerospace supply chain is composed of six blocks. The first one includes 
questions about the respondents. The second block comprises the characterization of 
the organization. The last blocks encompass items related to the four dimensions of 
absorptive capacity (knowledge acquisition, knowledge assimilation, knowledge 
transformation and knowledge exploitation). They were evaluated in a Likert scale 
ranging from one (strongly disagree) to seven (strongly agree).  

Embraer´s tier 2 suppliers evaluate their absorptive capacity with an average of 
around 5. They consider their capacity for knowledge acquisition (average of 4.5) as 
lower than their ability to assimilate, transform and exploit knowledge (averages of 
5.4, 5.2 and 5.0, respectively).  

Exhibit 4.2 - Tier 2 Absorptive Capacity Dimensions averages 

 
This occurs because the companies search for relevant information about their 
industry, but using mostly internal sources. Companies do not frequently search 
information outside the industry. The suppliers’ employees are not usually 
encouraged to involve with the scientific community for knowledge acquisition. The 
average score regarding encouragement to involve with the scientific community in a 
is 3.3, while the average for the other questions is close to 5.   
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Exhibit 4.3 Tiers 1 and 2 Knowledge Acquisition averages 

 
Embraer’s tier 2 suppliers knowledge assimilation capacity is marked by strong 
internal communication and low formalization, which are characteristics of small 
companies. The tier 2 suppliers that have exporting activities agree more strongly 
than the non-exporting suppliers with the affirmation that their management requires 
periodic meetings between departments to exchange information. 

 

Exhibit 4.4 Tiers 1 and 2 Knowledge Assimilation averages 

 
Concerning the companies’ ability to transform the assimilated knowledge, the 
capacity to correlate existing knowledge with new insights is evaluated as relatively 
lower than the ability to apply new knowledge in practice, absorb it, adapt it to new 
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purposes and make it available, as well as to structure and use the collected 
knowledge. The tier 2 suppliers that have exporting activities agree more strongly 
than the non-exporting suppliers from the sample with the affirmation that their 
employees are accustomed to absorbing new knowledge, adapting it to new purposes 
and making it available. 

Exhibit 4.5 Tiers 1 and 2 Knowledge Transformation averages 

 
Regarding their capacity to exploit knowledge, the tier 2 suppliers that have exporting 
activities agree more strongly than the non-exporting suppliers with the affirmations 
that their company have the ability to work more effectively by adopting new 
technologies and experience in applying their technologies to new customers. 

Exhibit 4.6 Tiers 1 and 2 Knowledge Exploitation averages 

 
The tier 1 suppliers evaluated their absorptive capacity as considerably higher in 
comparison with the tier 2 suppliers’ evaluation in all dimensions, except one. The 
exception is the velocity of their flows of information between business units or 
departments, which are not significantly higher in comparison with the evaluation of 
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the tier 2 suppliers. This probably holds because of the larger sizes of the tier 1 
suppliers, which makes internal communication more difficult. 

The focus group section with Embraer´s tier 2 suppliers revealed that those suppliers 
provide low value added products, some of them considered commodities. They have 
a great dependence on Embraer, given that they are poorly internationalized and 
focused on the aeronautics sector. Their mindset is local and they are not prone to 
taking risks to gain competitiveness. This quotation demonstrates the focus on 
searching for support for their businesses.  

“To be a beneficiary of technology transfer you have to invest a lot and you 
don´t know to whom you will supply afterwards. We need long-term support. 
We need a guarantee from Brazil or Sweden.” 

Embraer’s supply chain department actively promotes their competence development. 
The company has implemented a policy that pressures those suppliers to become less 
dependent on Embraer. Their annual sales to Embraer may not account for more than 
60% of total annual sales. The companies do not have an active commercial area, but 
a budgeting team to service Embraer. 

“They think that they are prepared, but they are only prepared to Embraer. 
Technically they are very qualified to service Embraer. They are focused on 
this.” 

They also lack management capabilities, such as project management experience. 
Sometimes, Embraer helps their suppliers to elaborate proposals for bids, because 
they lack the capabilities to prepare the proposals by themselves. “Embraer transfers 
knowledge, but if they don´t apply this knowledge again, they will forget it”, reveals 
one of Embraer’s executives. 

Embraer executives believe that the new generations of tier 2 suppliers need to take a 
leap to guarantee their sustainability. Entrepreneurs need coaching in order to change 
their culture and take more risks. “It is important to touch the owner´s heart”, says 
one of Embraer´s executives. 

Leaving aside the somewhat convenient condition of focusing on serving Embraer, 
some companies have begun to invest in competence development, export and 
diversify their business.  

In the movement towards international markets, tier 2 suppliers point out the 
following difficulties that hinder or impede them to achieve competitiveness abroad:  

- Brazilian companies do not manufacture the raw materials (steel, aluminium, 
titanium, for example) that the tier 2 suppliers need because they lack scale. 
The importing costs are high and it takes too long for the imports to arrive in 
Brazil. 

- Brazilian companies do not manufacture equipment (example: 5-axis 
machine) 

- High taxes for importing equipment and research supplies. 

Conversely, the first tier suppliers have gathered more technological capabilities, are 
more ambitious, proactive and prone to conquer new markets/clients in the foreign 
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aeronautics sector or in other sectors worldwide, where they have the opportunity to 
exploit the technologies and methodologies absorbed through the Gripen deal.   
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5. Spillovers content 
The analysis of the content of potential spillovers from the Gripen project was based 
on the conceptual framework of Eliasson (2010) adapted by the Swedish Agency for 
Growth and Policy Analysis. This framework indicates that “advanced product 
development could be viewed as surrounded by a ‘cloud of technology/knowledge 
spillovers’ which may be available to external users.” The first level (the core) 
includes the development and production of the 36 Gripen NG airplanes. The second 
level describes how related technologies from the core are used as a stepping board in 
early innovation markets around the Gripen NG industrial partnership. The third level 
shows how knowledge from aircraft development is used in engineering production 
that is quite unrelated to the aeronautics sector. The forth level captures industrial 
spillovers that do not relate to any of the markets of those firms that have spilled the 
technologies. 

The Swedish Agency for Growth and Policy Analysis adapted Eliasson´s framework 
by adding addition levels to foster knowledge spillover beyond the Gripen deal and 
reach the economy as a whole. In this manner, levels four and five refer to knowledge 
spillover linked to other sectors and knowledge spillover linked to actors in the 
research and innovation system (EK, 2016). 

We used multiple methods to analyse potential spillovers. For the first four levels of 
the spillover cloud (core, related, engineering and industrial technologies), we used 
semi-structured interviews with Embraer and tier 1 suppliers, alongside a focus group 
with tier 2 suppliers in São José dos Campos. The interviews aimed at deepening our 
understanding about the companies´ historical development and strategies, their role 
in the Gripen project, the technologies that will be transferred to them and potential 
spillovers that can be generated from the project.  

For the fourth and fifth levels (knowledge linked to other sectors and to the research 
and innovation system), we heard representatives from various industry sectors in 
hearings (workshops) held in Brasília, São Paulo, Belo Horizonte and Recife. The 
hearings aimed at identifying spillovers desired from different actors, barriers and 
indicative actions to foster spillovers.   
(The list of participants and interviewed executives is presented in Appendix 8.5) 
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Exhibit 5.1: Framework and Methodology for the potential spillovers analysis 

 

5.1 Spillovers at levels 1 to 4 

The offset contract of the Gripen NG project provides the basis for the development 
of the capabilities required by FAB. The ultimate goal is to lead Brazilian companies 
and institutions to be autonomous in the development of future fighters. The 
provision of 30 years of after sales services (ex: maintenance and technical 
assistance) may also generate spillovers for the Brazilian aeronautics industry.  
In addition, Brazil will have the opportunity to develop new global suppliers and 
increase its corporate venturing activities in high technological companies. There are 
also opportunities for the development of tier 2 suppliers, depending on the actions 
taken by the Brazilian government to increase the country’s competitiveness, as 
discussed in session 4.1, and on their own efforts to change their culture to a more 
proactive and risk-taking one.  
 
Opportunity for global suppliers’ development  
According to the tier 1 suppliers, the main capabilities to be absorbed are not strictly 
related to assimilating new technologies, but to learning new methodologies 
regarding how to apply known technologies in development processes.  
The Gripen NG project will allow all of them to make a technological leap. AEL, for 
example, is receiving a large technological development package. In the Gripen 
customization to Brazil, FAB opted to change the human-machine interface of the 
airplane to a more modern one, what represents a great opportunity for technological 
development in this area. 
With the new technological capabilities received, the Tier 1 companies have the 
opportunity to expand to other sectors and clients and become global suppliers. The 
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Gripen NG project and the relationship with Sweden can help them in this expansion.  
Akaer´s acquisition of Opto Eletrônica´s Aerospace and Defence Unit is a spillover of 
the Gripen NG deal, given that Saab invested in the company to make this acquisition 
viable.  
 
Corporate venturing activities to allow the development of small companies 
Start-ups may be generated by Brazilian expats when they return to Brazil. These 
start-ups may receive investments from Embraer and the central suppliers if they 
develop corporate venturing and/or venture capital activities. Saab could also be part 
of these investments. If Saab establishes a corporate venturing team in Brazil to 
analyse investment opportunities in SMEs in Brazil, spillovers from the Gripen 
project could increase substantially. 
Embraer states its interest in investing in small technological companies from Brazil 
and Sweden, in areas such as communications, cyber security, new weapons and new 
materials, but highlights that the company will not do this without the government 
participation and the same holds for Saab. The company affirms that it is very 
important to have FINEP, FAPESP and BNDES´s participation to promote the 
development of new products by small enterprises.  
 
Opportunities for tier 2 suppliers’ development 
Saab is not bound to buy from Brazilian second tier suppliers in the orders that may 
come after the 36 Gripen NG established in the offset contract. Most companies are 
not globally competitive due to Brazilian contextual issues and to the fact that they 
are not prone to taking risks and lack active marketing efforts. 

Consequently, the opportunities for tier 2 suppliers’ development will depend on 
actions from the Brazilian government to improve the countries environmental 
conditions for competitiveness. These actions include, for example, the reduction of 
bureaucracy and import taxes, so that they can be globally competitive. 

However, the opportunity exists and it would be of great value for them to be able to 
sell to Saab in Brazil. Besides the experience to service a foreign customer, their 
dependence on Embraer would decrease. Becoming a supplier for Saab in foreign 
markets would be the next step, but probably a far away step for these companies. 
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5.1.1 Spillovers of the Gripen project for Embraer 

The main potential spillovers for Embraer refer to market opportunities in the defence 
sector, maintenance activities, technology transfer and investments in technological 
companies. 

Market opportunities in the defence sector 
Given Embraer’s current need to maintain its market position in its core niche of 
regional aviation, a partnership between FAB and Boeing could have helped it more 
in terms of market penetration and sales. However, the Gripen NG agreement also 
presents some marketing opportunities for Embraer. As the following excerpt 
illustrates, such opportunities are considered the most important potential spillover 
for Embraer: 

“What do I see beyond the airplane? I hope we sell more aircrafts,” states one of 
Embraer´s executives. 

In the offset agreement, there is a division of geographic regions between Embraer 
and Saab for the purposes of the Gripen NG sales efforts. Embraer will add a new and 
advanced product in its portfolio for the defence market and will be able to allocate 
sales and marketing efforts to conquer new clients. 

 
Maintenance activities 
At the end of the Project, Brazil will have developed the bi-post version of Gripen 
and accomplished the manufacture of a fraction of the aircrafts in Brazil. This will 
give conditions for Brazil to maintain these aircrafts for 25-30 years and Embraer will 
have a crucial role in maintenance. In the long term, Brazil will be able to make 
revisions and retrofitting of the aircrafts.  

 
Process of technology transfer 
Establishing connections is crucial for successful technology transfer. Although the 
relationship between Brazilians with Swedes is just beginning, it seems to be on the 
right track. As mentioned by some interviewees, Saab and the Swedish government 
are investing on this relationship and created the CISB (Centro de Pesquisa e 
Inovação Sueco-Brasileiro) and the High Level Group (see session 5.3).    

"For the aeronautical chain as a whole, Saab tends to be a better partner 
because the connection of Brazilians with Americans is not natural. It is forced. 
Without natural connection, there is no technology transfer. When the AMX 
was bought, the Italians transferred technologies to Embraer, as many were 
charmed by Brazil and ended up marrying Brazilians and staying in the 
country. There has been a "genetic" advance of technology. The relationship 
with Sweden is only beginning, but the Swedes are seeking to create 
connections. It was a great thing to create CISB, they are going to establish a 
factory in Brazil, and they bought part of Akaer. They are doing a good job. " 
"Americans are a black box. We cannot see inside it. In the matter of 
technology transfer, not being American is an advantage for us. Swedes are not 
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like Italians. We learned a lot from the AMX in the 80's. Swedes are in the 
middle: some topics still face the protection of information and we cannot even 
talk about them within Embraer. Some technologies will be restricted to the 
Gripen environment. In general, the technology transfer will be limited to what 
can be taken outside." 

According to executives from Embraer, the amount of technology transfer that the 
company is receiving with the Gripen NG is relevant. However, considering the size 
and experience of the company, as well as its aircrafts portfolio, it is not something 
differentiated. 

The training activities for Embraer’s expatriates in Sweden allow them to learn about 
the product, its mechanical systems, engines, electronic systems, software, structure, 
and aeronautics. All technologies involved in the aircraft are addressed.  

“We are learning what the product is, how it is made and what methodology is 
used to make it.” 

Their evaluation is that Embraer’s gains from the technology transfer will come from 
watching how Saab “does things” and the reciprocal is also true. Expatriates from all 
suppliers are expected to return from Sweden one-step above their former stages in 
terms of capabilities, as they will be exposed to new technologies and new processes. 
Companies nevertheless require formalization of processes to absorb these 
capabilities. Embraer’s experience in this matter makes a difference. 

"The great reason behind Embraer's success is its ability to absorb what others 
do, to understand, to comprehend and evolve. We are benchmark on this issue." 
"What makes us cross our thresholds are the processes. Technologies and 
equipment are evolving too fast. Processes, standards, and processes to change 
processes are essential to allow us to follow the technological evolution that is 
happening.” 

Embraer hosts internal seminars for the presentation of papers and technologies, 
which promotes the dissemination of knowledge to various areas of the company. In 
2017, at these seminars, Embraer’s expatriates who are currently in Sweden will 
present the technologies that they learned. Saab authorizes these internal 
presentations, but does not allow them to involve foreign institutions. The expatriates 
are authorized to present some technologies, but cannot share specific product details.  

Embraer has a way of designing its processes in cells (lean methodology). Using this 
methodology, the company registers the tools, standards, models, templates and 
standards used. Everything is well defined: what a person does, what he/she uses, and 
what he/she generates with it. 

Embraer has set up a development cell in the Swedish model. In this manner, it plans 
to absorb not only the technology, but also the processes, tools and standards. This 
initiative means that Embraer is already, in some way, adapting Saab’s processes and 
tools to Embraer.  

At first, these tools and methodologies are only applicable to the military area, but 
some may be incorporated in other areas of the company.  
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Investments in other companies 
Embraer’s pre-competitive development area invests in technologies that may be used 
in other aircrafts, seeking to increase their maturity. The analysis of the investment 
areas comes from Embraer's competitive intelligence area. According to one of the 
companies’ executives, the communications, cyber security, new weapons and new 
materials areas may receive investment from Embraer. However, the company does 
not want to invest without the involvement of governmental entities such as FINEP, 
BNDES and FAPs (research funding agencies at the State level), because this 
involvement is needed to promote product development by small companies in the 
areas of interest.  

5.1.2 Spillovers of the Gripen project for AEL 

AEL Sistemas evaluates that the technologies required for the Gripen project bring 
different types of spillovers, mainly related to accessing other defence markets, the 
civil aviation market and the market for integrated monolithic display (panoramic 
display). An example of this extension of borders for the products that will be 
developed from the relations between Brazil and Sweden is the helmet-mounted 
display (Targo). According to the interviewees, the technologies embedded in this 
product are considered so significant that they motivated the Swedish Armed Forces 
to adopt the same products in their corporations. This choice meant that the 
company's targets to export practically doubled, as compared to what was defined in 
the initial project (from 36 to 106 units - 36 for FAB and 70 for Sweden). 

"When the Swedish Air Force adopts a helmet developed by AEL, it brings 
another reference for other air forces of the world. I think the message is: 
“besides Brazil, they supply the Swedish air force”. This can open other 
markets". 

The same can be verified for the Wide Area Display (WAD) technology, which 
brings operational benefits for the pilot, including situational awareness enhancement, 
workload reduction and increased flight safety. The WAD technology can easily be 
applied to other contexts within the Industry (other defence programs). The 
expectation of accessing new markets through exports is considered one of the core 
spillovers of Gripen NG for AEL, not only for the internal benefits generated, but 
also for the possibility of bringing foreign currency to the country.  

In marketing terms, the core business of AEL is the defence sector, which is 
consistent with its main shareholder’s (Elbit) strategic orientation. Nevertheless, the 
interviewees evaluate that, as happened in the past in programs like the AMX, some 
technologies (e.g. high-reliability and software on-board electronics, high-
performance video processing, cosmic radiation event immunity in hardware and 
software) can be applied directly in related industries, such as civil aviation, spatial 
(satellites) and surface (terrestrial and naval).  

“Our focus is on the defence market, but when the defence market goes down, 
instead of firing people, we use our ability to pursue complementary projects to 
maintain our capability”. 

In some cases, the search for other industries may imply industrial adjustments that 
lead to new forms of commercial exploitation, as happened in the case of the Targo 
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helmets technology. The customization of this technology for civil aviation guided 
the development of a new product, the "Skylens", a wearable head-up display for 
commercial pilots. 

In the case of other Gripen NG technologies, applications cannot yet be fully mapped, 
since development is still in its initial stage. However, from past experience, 
executives believe that WAD spillovers tend to be significant for the next decade. 
The WAD intelligent display is considered a spillover from the expertise that AEL 
acquired during the development of embedded computers. Similarly, the company’s 
executives believe that the engineering knowledge needed to develop the WAD for 
the Gripen fighters can be used in other applications, such as surface equipment and 
civil aviation sectors.  

 
Although AEL is focused on the defense sector, other applications may demand the 
development of new industrial technological capabilities. The new capabilities are 
related to manufacturing processes that may serve as a base for industrial processes in 
other segments, such as the automotive one.  
 
Concerning the Brazilian industrial environment, the company’s executives believe 
that its market expansion can lead to the formation of a new cluster oriented to 
improving embedded technologies. This cluster may serve both the defense market 
and other sectors. 
 
Although less tangible, other spillovers considered by the interviewees are the 
knowledge produced during the offset process. Considering that technological 
advances occur in an evolutionary way, one can argue that the association with Saab 
for the FX2 program is a spillover of previous programs. It is not possible to 
disassociate, for example, the technological knowledge learned from the AMX 
program from the technology currently used. This understanding means that the 
company always seeks to keep its internal capabilities active, through constant 
training and search for new application contexts. Exhibit 5.2 summarizes the potential 
spillovers of the Gripen NG project for AEL. 
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Exhibit 5.2 - Potential spillovers of the Gripen NG project for AEL. 

 
Sources:Eliasson, G. 2010. Interview with AEL’s executives. 

5.1.3 Spillovers of the Gripen project for Akaer 

Although the technologies directed to Akaer in the Gripen project can be easily 
applied to other Embraer civilian and military aircrafts, company managers consider 
that one of the main spillovers generated by the company will be the intensification of 
its operations in foreign markets (from 45% to 70%). 

This increase is relevant if one considers some particularities of the Brazilian 
aeronautical sector: great dependence on a single Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(OEM) (Embraer), deficiencies in terms of local organization, lack of a strategic 
coordination system for the sector, and intrinsic instabilities of the country (Brazilian 
cost, technological risks, political and economic issues). In addition to expanding the 
company's intellectual capital related to new methodologies and technologies, the 
partnership catalyses skills that provide Akaer with the chance to address new and 
more demanding clients in civil and military aviation on a global scale. 

Since the beginning of the Gripen project, the company undertook some acquisitions. 
Of particular interest is Opto, a company that has enabled Akaer to access some 
unique technologies and that complement the company's operations in the defence 
sector, opening up the exploration of other opportunities not considered until then. 
The technologies absorbed from Saab in advanced manufacturing of complex 
products, planning, calculation and complex product designs have added expertise for 
the company. It may overflow to other industries such as oil and gas, mining, energy 
(wind) and health Animal (Opto case), thus expanding the possibilities of business 
and technological improvement in other sectors. 

In terms of engineering, the company may develop activities associated with fine 
mechanics, optics and embedded systems. 

From Akaer's perspective, the spillovers include the possibility of establishing itself 
in the market as a "First Tier" supplier, more qualified to seek opportunities in foreign 
markets and to offer higher value-added products in the internal market. Akaer 
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expects to create value for companies that provide local components and services, 
since its industrial strategy does not include industrial verticalization. 

 

The exhibit below summarizes the potential spillovers of the Gripen NG project for 
Akaer. 

 

Exhibit 5.3 - Potential spillovers of the Gripen NG project for Akaer. 

 

 
Sources: 
Eliasson, G. 2010.  
Interview with Akaer’s executives. 
 

5.1.4 Spillovers of the Gripen project for Atech 
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achieve through the Gripen project. The expected overflow for software is more 
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According to a company's executive, the understanding of new processes and 
application methodologies represent a direct application of what is being done in the 
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FX-2 to related defence projects in aircraft such as P-3BR, E-99 and KC -390. 
Among other things, it enables more efficient execution of the planning, maintenance 
and technological updating of the airplanes. 

Since it is not a horizontal technology capable of involving more than one knowledge 
field (other engineering specialties), spillovers in the case of software development 
will be restricted to the creation of basic infrastructure, and consequently, the 
application of methodologies and processes absorbed in new contexts. This is due to 
Atech's ability to combine its systems development expertise with Saab's application 
methodologies. 

"The acquired expertise can be applied in the area of telecommunications, 
ballistics or other common engineering fiels". 

For the general industry, spillovers may occur through the adaptation of the Gripen 
NG’s software to other aircrafts. In this adaptation effort, some use extensions would 
be required for Atech to understand the operation of these aircrafts. 

"To develop air traffic control systems you need to know how it is done in many 
parts of the world. Similarly, in order to develop software to support aircrafts, 
we need a lot of technological information to compose our product”. 

Finally, the inclusion of Atech in the Gripen NG project will allow the FAB to 
continue seeking autonomy for national security and build a reliable information base 
to support decision-making. Exhibit 5.4 summarizes the potential spillovers of the 
Gripen NG project for Atech. 

Exhibit 5.4 - Potential spillovers of the Gripen NG project for Atech. 

 

 Sources: 
Eliasson, G. 2010. Interviews with Atech’s executives. 
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5.1.5 Spillovers of the Gripen project for Inbra  

The integration of parts and components of metallic compounds is a complex activity, 
characterized by great diversity of requirements due to variations of shape, geometry, 
weight and flight surface. The core of the technological absorption at Inbra relates to 
the incorporation of new manufacturing methodologies and assembly processes. 

Once incorporated, the new manufacturing methodologies may  be applied not only in 
other segments of the aeronautical sector (civil and defence), but also in sectors such 
as energy, shipbuilding and railway. These sectors already use composite materials, 
where lighter materials are relevant because they promote increased energy 
efficiency, and deliver more environmentally friendly products to the market. 

In terms of engineering, the company’s executives believe that the knowledge transfer 
will affect significantly its three business areas: composite material engineering, 
assembly engineering and armour engineering. It is possible that each of these areas 
will also present new spillovers, but the company cannot identify them, because the 
process has not begun yet. The expectation is that the acquired knowledge likely 
influences Inbra as a whole. 

In terms of general industrial technologies, the spillovers will complement those 
identified for engineering: composite material, assembly and shielding. It should be 
emphasized that, since learning is related to the incorporation of new work 
methodologies, most of the spillovers considered in the general industrial 
technologies level are related to the expansion of industrial infrastructure, by the 
purchase of new equipment, expansion of plants and facilities. Those elements will 
ensure that the technology is actually absorbed by the company in Brazil. 

From Inbra's perspective, the impact of the knowledge incorporation into the 
industrial environment will result in the expansion of the Brazilian industrial park, 
bringing benefits to several sectors, especially the aeronautical. A striking example 
can already be seen from universities in the ABC region (part of São Paulo’s 
metropolitan area). In recent years, there have been many efforts to increase 
knowledge production in aeronautics, including the establishment of three new 
courses focused on meeting the new industrial demands: Aerospace Engineering 
(Federal University of ABC), Management of the Aerospace Production Chain 
(Methodist University) and Aerospace Production Management (FEI). 

"This has been already an effect for the country ... It is not a consolidated 
cluster, as in the case of São José dos Campos. It is a new cluster and this 
expansion is also part of the country's strategic defence plan, which includes 
the expansion of clusters. " 

Exhibit 5.5 summarizes the potential spillovers of the Gripen NG project for Inbra. 
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Exhibit 5.5 - Potential spillovers of the Gripen NG project for Inbra. 

 

 
Sources: 
Eliasson, G. 2010.  
Interview with Inbra’s executives. 

5.1.6 Spillovers of the Gripen project for Mectron  

Saab is analysing the possibility of investing in Mectron in order to maintain its 
ability to perform the role envisaged in the Gripen NG project. 

5.1.7 Summary and Analysis of the Spillovers for the 
Brazilian First Tier Suppliers 

The spillover cloud for the first tier suppliers show that the core knowledge absorbed 
is not related to the acquisition of new technologies from Saab, but to the 
understanding of how known technologies can be applied, the process involved and 
the work methodologies used for this application. In consequence, the main 
competitive differential for this group of companies will be the competence to 
develop and produce new products, leveraging the knowledge acquired by imitation 
and adaptation of Saab’s modus operandi. This knowledge at the first level of the 
spillover cloud (“core”) is applicable to the aeronautical civil and defence industries.  
(Exhibit 5.6) 

On the second level of the spillover cloud (“related technologies”), the companies 
evaluate how acquired knowledge/technologies can be applied to other markets or 
sectors. In general, the possible applications follow technological orientations already 
initiated by the companies, which encompasses the aerospace sector (Akaer, Inbra, 
AEL); energy (wind), railways and naval industries (Inbra and AEL) and surface 
equipments (AEL). Due to the high degree of application specificity of the software 
developed by Atech for the Gripen figthers, the company considers opportunities 
regarding related technologies only at aeronautical projects that are similar to its 
current developments. The company does not discard potential applications in other 
sectors, but highlights the difficulty of predicting it. High product customization 

Core 
Technology

New methodologies for industrial processing of 
composite materials

Aviation industry (civil defence); Energy 
(wind); Railways and naval

Engineering of composite material, assembly 
engineering and armoring

New equipment, expansion of factories and facilities

Expansion of the Brazilian industrial park, development 
of new aviation clusters in Brazil besides São José dos 
Campos,  intensification of knowledge production in the 
aeronautical industry.

* Knowledge linked to other sectors
and Knowledge linked to the
research and innovation system
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demands in practice adaptations to unpredictable "ex-ante" contexts that depend on 
each client’s needs. “Programming expertise does not vary. What changes is the 
understanding of how to adapt internal knowledge to other application contexts.” 
This explains why the company considers that the central knowledge competence to 
be acquired is new processes and methodologies for software use. 

On the third level of the spillover cloud (“general engineering technologies), the 
companies evaluate lines of basic research, considering their current used 
technologies. Given the diversity of engineering technologies required for the Gripen 
NG project, we could not identify points of convergence among the technologies that 
may lead to spillovers for each first tier supplier. AEL notes that the capabilities 
acquired for the WAD can be adapted for different applications, like tanks, ships and 
even civil aviation. Similarly, Inbra argues that engineering of composite material, 
assembly engineering and armoring can also be applied in automotive, civil aviation 
and other military projects; whereas Atech points out infrastructure engineering. It 
nevertheless states that it cannot indicate applications of the engineering technologies 
in other sectors, because it operates in a very specific market. Akaer considers that 
advanced manufacturing, mechanical manufacturing and systems structure 
technologies can be applied in other projects of the company, leading to spillovers of 
the Gripen project. 

On the fourth level of the spillover cloud (“general industrial technologies), the 
companies mention potential spillovers in completely unrelated markets. Among the 
tier 1 suppliers, Atech was the only one that did not detect potential spillovers related 
to general industrial technologies. The other suppliers believe that these technologies 
may contribute to their expansion to sectors unrelated to their current activities. Akaer 
incorporates horizontal technologies, which can be applied in more than one sector. 
The company states that the health, oil and gas, space and energy sectors may benefit 
from the general industrial technologies absorbed in the Gripen project. For Inbra, 
most potential fourth-level spillovers are the expansion of its industrial infrastructure, 
i.e. the purchase of new equipment and expansion of plants and facilities. AEL argues 
that competences acquired in the Gripen NG project can spill to industrial 
technological capabilities linked to manufacturing processes of other segments, such 
as the automotive one. The first tier suppliers indicate, however, that the lack of scale 
may hinder them from achieving those spillovers.  

On the fifth and sixth levels of the spillover cloud (“Creating an advanced industrial 
environment), we highlight three valuable changes in the business environment that 
the first tier companies expect to benefit from the Gripen project: (i) the creation of a 
more competitive environment for the aeronautical industrial sector as a result of the 
intensification of knowledge production in aviation and the consolidation of clusters 
composed of more qualified companies and universities that can effectively feed the 
companies in their labor demands; (ii) employment generation; and (iii) the increase 
of high value-added products in the Brazilian exports. Some of these changes are in 
course, such as the creation of university courses and the advance of a new industrial 
center in the ABC region. Others, such as the increase in technological products 
exports, will happen only after the beginning of the development and production 
processes of the aircraft.  
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Exhibit 5.6 Spillovers of the Gripen NG project for the Brazilian First Tier Suppliers 
 

Companies  Core Technologies  
(level 1) 

Related Technologies  
(level 2) 

General Engineering  
Technologies 
 (level 3) 

General Industrial 
Technologies  
(level 4) 

Creating an Advanced industrial 
environment  
(levels 5 and 6) 

AEL  New defense markets, civil 
aviation, Integrated 
monolithic 
display (panoramic display  

High reliability onboard 
electronics and SW, high 
performance video 
processing, cosmic 
radiation events immunity 
technologies (HW & SW) 
and etc  

Onboard Electronics 
Aerospace Technologies 
(Design, qualification 
and Product)  

Specialized Mechanical 
Processes and 
Manufacturing 

Creation of an Onboard Electronics 
Aerospace Developer local Cluster  

Atech  New processes and 
methodologies; new 
applications or existing 
products such as command 
and control applications  

Applications for other 
aircrafts like P-3BR, E-99, 
KC-390  

Engineering 
Infrastructure  

Not detected Ensure FAB's autonomy over national 
security and build a reliable base of 
information to ensure decision-making  

Akaer  Markets access; New 
methods; Intellectual 
capital increase; Access to 
new technologies; Actual 
Markets (civil and defense) 
Embraer.  

Space technology (Opto); 
Precision optics; Fine 
mechanics; technological 
capabilities, embedded 
systems;  

Advanced 
manufacturing, 
mechanical 
manufacturing, systems 
structure  

Health (Optron); Oil and 
gas, space, energy (wind  

Development of more qualified 
suppliers (first tiers); increased exports 
of products and services with higher 
added value; creation of new jobs.  

Inbra  New methodologies of 
industrial processing of 
composite materials.  

Aviation industry (civil 
defense); Energy (wind); 
Railways and naval  

Engineering of 
composite material, 
assembly engineering 
and armoring  

New equipment, expansion 
of factories and facilities 

Expansion of the Brazilian industrial 
park, development of new aviation 
clusters, intensification of knowledge 
production in aviation.  
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5.2 Spillovers at level 5 (Knowledge spillovers linked to other 
sectors) 

As detailed above, some of the central suppliers may expand their technologies to 
other industries, such as oil and gas, aerospace, heath and energy, among others. 

Data from the hearings also indicate opportunities for Brazilian engineers, 
technicians and researchers involved in the Gripen project to develop projects that 
apply Gripen´s technologies in following areas or technologies:  

1. Internet of things, virtual and/or augmented reality;  
2. Energy / energy efficiency;  
3. Biofuel;  
4. Wearables;  
5. Audio Recognition;  
6. Automation and quality testing;  
7. Autonomous systems;  
8. Manufacturing;  
9. Logistics;  
10. Human-machine interaction;  
11. Autonomous vehicles;  
12. Smart cities;  
13. New materials;  
14. Agribusiness;  
15. Nanotechnology;  
16. Metallurgy. 

Brazilian suppliers involved in the project are the ones that can distribute their 
knowledge to the aeronautical and other sectors. Knowledge can move to other 
sectors through the Brazilian expatriates, other Brazilian professionals involved in 
the Gripen development, as well as Swedish expatriates in Brazil. Suppliers can 
participate of different communities to spread their knowledge and idealize 
partnerships for new R&D projects. Those communities could be ICT 
communities, workshops with Saab and Embraer, collaborative and open 
innovation arenas, as well as associations of Brazilian and Swedish clusters linked 
to the aeronautical industry, for example. While the technology is usually 
confidential, the way of doing things, like management of complex systems, 
production processes and system engineering knowledge could be shared with 
different communities. However, Embraer affirms that Saab does not allow 
Embraer to disseminate what it has learned from the project to foreign entities, so 
that this opportunity has limitations. 
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5.3 Spillovers at level 6 (Knowledge spillovers linked to the 
research and innovation systems) 

Potential knowledge spillovers linked to the research and innovation systems 
derive from opportunities for human resources development, the use of Sweden as 
a benchmark for the Triple Helix model, and from opportunities for new 
collaborations within and outside the Gripen project. 

 
Human resources development 
Brazilian human resources may increase their formation/education through training 
exchange programs between Sweden and Brazil (university, technical schools, 
application projects for interns, innovation institutes). Brazilian expats and students 
in Sweden acquire not only technical competence, but also international experience 
for them and their families. This experience will be valuable for the country 
because they will contribute to increase Brazilian institutions’ competences when 
they return to Brazil, promoting their development.  

Swedish expatriates that come to Brazil for the Gripen project development are 
also very important to leverage spillovers, because they spread some of their 
capabilities to many peers in Brazil. In addition, some of these expatriates may 
eventually decide to remain in Brazil for personal reasons and it is a great benefit 
for the Brazilian industry to have such competent professionals who can contribute 
to its competitiveness. Besides technical knowledge and relationships with Swedish 
institutions, they bring to the national institutions a global mind-set that can help 
them to begin an internationalization process. 

 
Sweden as benchmark for the Triple Helix Model 
The Gripen project is an opportunity of Brazil to use Sweden as a benchmark to 
organize its research and innovation system. The triple helix model is the base for 
the development of the Swedish aerospace industry. Some organizational 
characteristics of the universities and of the country´s funding opportunities for 
research activities support this system. 

In Swedish universities, part of the professors’ remuneration comes from the 
university and the remaining part stems from research projects. Many of these 
projects come from the industrial partners. The companies, for the most part, invest 
capital and human capital to increase their capacity to absorb knowledge. 

These projects are funded by government agencies that focus mainly on applied 
research, although some are focused on basic research. These agencies are linked to 
the Swedish Government, who defines strategic areas for development and launch 
research calls for professors and researchers. 

Professors spend part of their time on teaching activities and the other part on basic 
or applied research projects. The pressure for publication is not direct, but it is one 
of the prerequisites to receive research funding. The bids often predict long-term 
research (10 to 15 years) to cover expenses with travel, research, students and 
professors training.  
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To meet the demands of applied research, professors need to constantly update 
themselves. They are not required to work with research (applied or not), they can 
only teach, but calls for proposals to work with applied research are generous. 

Some projects involve more than one non-competitive company in horizontal 
alliances. For example, the technology of autonomous systems is the same for the 
automotive and aeronautical sector. Swedish bids place value on the ability to 
collaborate with external partners. For example, when analysing projects, 
individual ones score less than collective ones. 

In contrast, the Triple Helix Model does not work properly in Brazil. The 
cooperation between universities is not as effective and common as it is in Sweden. 
Universities compete with each other for scarce public and private resources 
available for research, and often there are duplicate efforts on the same subject. 

Most companies do not have R&D activities and collaborations with academia and 
research institutions are not widespread. According to the National Association of 
Research and Development of Innovative Companies (ANPEI, 2015), the main 
challenges that Brazilian companies face to collaborate effectively with S&TI in 
R&D projects are: 

- Negotiation of the collaboration contract terms (Ex: IP and remuneration). 
The S&TIs hold different negotiation approaches. A relative alignment of 
these approaches could greatly speed up hiring processes. 

- Long negotiations to sign collaboration contracts. This challenge is related 
to bureaucracy and the lack of clarity in the internal instances of S&TIs. 
Each institution has a process for establishing agreements and contracts 
with companies. Often the processes are slow and unknown by the 
companies. 

- Difficulty in identifying the skills and laboratory structures available in the 
S&TI, as well as the ability of research excellence centers to cooperate with 
companies. In many instances, the S&TIs do not have access to a broad and 
accurate mapping of competencies and technologies, especially regarding 
the possible applications of these competences in the market. In addition, it 
is difficult for the companies to identify S&TIs that have an interest and 
vocation to develop projects with them. 

- Difficulties for HR retention and insufficient qualification of the NITs 
(Technological Innovation Centers). The Brazilian Innovation Law (10.973 
/ 2004) requires that the Brazilian S&TIs have their own NIT or associate 
with other institutions in order to manage their innovation policies. Taking 
care of licensing operations and other forms of technology transfer is 
among NIT’s responsibilities. Some S&TIs do not have NITs, but they own 
similar structures, such as university rectories, coordinating offices, 
innovation agencies and technology transfer offices. One of the main 
problems of Brazilian NITs is the non-retention of qualified labor. It is 
important that the level of qualification within the NIT teams improves for 
the partnerships between companies and S&TIs to be strengthened.  

- Difficulties related to private research resources for cooperation projects 
with S&TI. Brazilian private resources are not subject to the restrictions 
imposed in the administration of public resources, but when internalized in 
universities, private resources are impacted by high overhead taxes and the 
slowness of financing and purchasing management. 
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- Scarcity of research and innovation networks involving academia and the 
productive sector. The current Brazilian research networks are characterized 
by academics with great potential to contribute to innovation within 
companies. However, if a company wants to join a network, it needs to sign 
a contract with all the institutions that maintains a link with the researchers, 
which is not viable. 

- Legal impediments for partnerships between researchers of S&TI who want 
to start new ventures (startups and incubated companies) with the own 
employer institution. 

 
As for the Brazilian government support for innovation, the lack of continuity of 
many government support instruments and the lengthy processes for projects’ 
approval or rejection hampers the institutions’ planning for R&D investments and 
their capacity to obtain the resources. Currently, the economic subsidies provided 
by FINEP for large companies and the non-reimbursable resources provided for 
S&TIs in partnerships with companies (Funtec) can only be accessed via the Inova 
Empresa Program. The selection process is slow, bureaucratic and often incurs in 
rework for the companies to complete the forms required for each innovation 
support instrument.  
 

In addition, the current public support to innovation is not well aligned to the 
SME’s reality. It does not reach many SMEs because it adopts the presumed profit 
method, not the actual profit method required for using the benefits from Lei do 
Bem. In other cases, the companies are not profitable enough to make the financial 
incentives from Lei do Bem attractive. Most public financing instruments for 
innovation requires real guarantees from companies. This makes it difficult to 
promote startup innovation and the development of technology-based companies 
that do not own assets to offer as collateral. 
  

Opportunities for new collaborations within and outside the Gripen project 
The Gripen project may generate new R&D projects in partnerships with Brazilian 
universities, given that new technologies will be required for further upgrades. 
Other S&T institutes in Brazil may develop new technologies that can be applied in 
the same platform of the Gripen project and/or in other products.  

Sweden is planning to use the Gripen project as a platform for future collaboration 
with Brazil in the aeronautical and other sectors. With CISB, Saab initiated a hub 
for long-term collaboration between Sweden and Brazil, with the objective of 
connecting the innovation systems of the two countries. CISB is active in different 
fields, such as aerospace and defence, transport and logistics, energy and urban 
development.  

The Gripen agreement also involves cooperation between Brazil and Sweden at a 
higher level. It comprises academia, government and industry from both countries. 
The triple helix works on both sides through the CISB platform. In October 2016, a 
high-level group composed of representatives from institutions of the two countries 
was created to determine a long-term vision for the collaboration. This group is 
responsible for developing the executive vision to the aeronautical committee and 
implementing it. 
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The committee has created a portfolio of collaborative areas. In order to nurture 
effective long-term collaboration, the projects involve people, funding, and 
agreements between academia, government and industry and an action plan is 
established including activities and defined roles for the institutions involved.  

Linköping University indicated that Gripen's signature generated opportunities for 
collaboration in several areas, some defined in the contract and others on the 
bilateral agenda with Brazil. (Exhibit 5.7) 
Exhibit 5.7 Linköping University bilateral agenda 

 
 
The number of agreements with Brazilian universities increased from one to seven. 
UFSC, USP, UFMG, UFABC, ITA, FEI, UFRJ are currently collaborating with 
Linköping University and an agreement is under discussion with the Federal 
University of Bahia. The university has also collaborated with development 
agencies in Brazil, and with FAPEMIG (Research Funding Body of Minas Gerais) 
to co-finance projects in Minas Gerais. 

Besides strengthening collaborations with Brazilian institutions, Linköping 
University has created several undergraduate programs in different areas 
(administration, engineering, etc.) to help the Armed Forces to change from 
technology buyers to technology developers. 

From the Brazilian perspective, the focus is placed on technologies needed to 
leverage the national industry and promote a higher verticalization in the country 
regarding, for example, electronic systems, sensors, armaments and 
communications. 

 

By LiU
Kick-off events this week 

Digitalization/Smart Industries
Autonomous systems

Potential
Computational new materials
Medical imaging
Visualization
Transport & logistics
Biofuel
Biotech
Medicine
Social Sciences

On the bilateral agenda

Mining
Digitalization
Innovation
Forestry 
Mining
Sustainable Energy/Development
New materials
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6. Conclusions  

This study’s objective is to identify concrete and potential spillovers generated by 
the Gripen NG offset contract in Brazil, considering the industrial, technological 
and commercial compensation included in contracts between the Brazilian Air 
Force (FAB) and foreign companies. Given this aim, we characterized the main 
actors of the alliance, examined the Brazilian conditions that may foster or hinder 
spillovers and analysed the potential spillovers content.  

The conditions that may foster or hinder spillovers are studied in the macro 
(environment), meso (industry) and micro (organization) levels. The macro level 
analysis is based on a comparison between Brazil and Sweden in terms of 
competitiveness, using data from the WEF´s Global Competitiveness Index, and on 
the analysis of strengths and weaknesses of Brazilian S&T institutes active in 
aeronautical industry, using secondary data. For the meso and micro level analyses 
we investigate the absorptive capacity of Embraer’s suppliers by applying a 
questionnaire. They are complemented and triangulated with semi-structured 
interviews conducted with Embraer and Gripen´s suppliers, as well as a focus 
groups with Embraer´s tier 2 suppliers. 

The macro level analysis provides evidences that Brazil and Sweden portray 
opposing patterns in terms of the Global Competitiveness Index, particularly in the 
following factors:  investments in higher education, market and labour market 
efficiency, business sophistication and technology. Infrastructure inefficiency 
increases operational costs and reduces the competitiveness for Brazilian 
companies. Low university-industry collaboration in R&D, combined will low 
level of technology development (as measured by patent applications), are the main 
innovation gaps that affect the competitiveness of the Brazilian economy and 
thereby reduce the spillover potential of the Gripen NG project. 

The meso and micro level analyses reveal that the absorptive capacity of first tier 
suppliers is considerably higher than second tier ones, taking into consideration the 
four underlying dimensions of knowledge acquisition, assimilation, transformation 
and exploitation. Complementing the survey with qualitative data, we conclude that 
they have low absorptive capacity. Second tier suppliers provide low value-added 
products, some of which are considered commodities. Besides, they have a great 
dependence on Embraer, given that they are focused solely on the aeronautics 
sector and poorly internationalized. Their mind-set is largely local and marked by 
low risk-taking. The first tier suppliers, however, have gathered more technological 
capabilities, are more ambitious, proactive and prone to conquer new clients in the 
aeronautics or in other sectors worldwide. 

Concerning the Brazilian S&T institutes preparedness to generate spillovers from 
the Gripen deal, we highlight that the São Paulo State concentrates most of the 
aerospace S&TI due to the technological park of São José dos Campos, which 
includes the Brazilian Aerospace Cluster formed around Embraer. Other Brazilian 
states, however, also hold high-quality research and educational, as well as 
companies in the aeronautical industry. Moreover, they are willing to increase their 
involvement in the Gripen deal and its spillovers. The main challenge in this sense 
is the low collaboration with companies for RD&I activities. 

In order to evaluate potential spillovers, we apply the conceptual framework of 
Eliasson (2010) adapted by the Swedish Agency for Growth and Policy Analysis 
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(EK, 2016). To this end, we used multiple methods, including semi-structured 
interviews with Embraer and tier 1 suppliers, a focus group with Embraer´s tier 2 
suppliers in São José dos Campos, and hearings (workshops) with representatives 
from various industry sectors held in Brasília, São Paulo, Belo Horizonte and 
Recife. 

Since the Gripen NG project is still in its initial phase, we identified few concrete 
spillovers until this moment. Of particular interest are the acquisition of Opto 
Eletronics by Akaer and the establishment of a High Level Group with the 
objective of developing a long-term collaboration between Sweden and Brazil. 

Concerning potential spillovers, the results indicate different possibilities with 
regards to the nature and intensity of knowledge flows in the organizations directly 
involved in the alliance, as well as for other Brazilian entities embedded in the 
ecosystem around the Gripen deal (Exhibit 1). The potential spillovers are 
classified into two groups: primary spillovers directly related to the Gripen deal 
and secondary spillovers related to the long-term collaboration between Brazil and 
Sweden, addressed by the High Level Group. 

The main conclusions about the primary spillovers are: 

- The first tier suppliers are the organizations that can both benefit the most 
and also drive spillovers from the Gripen deal. These suppliers are small or 
medium-sized companies with high absorptive capacity. The technological 
learning embedded in the offset agreement may be transformational for 
them, because they have the opportunity and capability to launch new 
products and enter new markets, leveraging learning from the alliance. 
According to them, the main by-product will be knowledge about how to 
apply existing technologies, not about new technologies per si. It will likely 
occur as they carry out the work, by emulating Saab’s processes. The new 
technology absorbed may allow some of those companies to launch 
products for new sectors, as they already operate in different markets. In 
addition, their relationship with Saab can validate and promote their 
entrance in foreign markets. Scale gains are expected from the possible 
launch of new products and internationalization. 

- For Embraer, the potential direct spillovers from the Gripen deal are not 
high from a strictly technological viewpoint. While the company states that 
there will be a lot of technological learning, it will unlikely have a huge 
impact, taking into consideration its large size and already strong 
technological competences. In addition, Embraer expects to leverage this 
learning in the adoption of new processes for the defense sector, but not to 
the regional aviation sector, which is the focus of its businesses. From a 
market perspective, Embraer has high expectation about spillovers. It aims 
to sell new fighters to other countries through its own and Saab’s marketing 
efforts. After sales services complete the potential direct spillovers for 
Embraer related to the Gripen deal. 

- The second tier suppliers have low absorptive capacity and are not likely to 
drive significant spillovers in the short or medium-term. They are excellent 
suppliers for Embraer, given their focus on the Brazilian aeronautical 
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company as their main client. Some of them have begun to expand to new 
sectors in Brazil, in an effort to reduce dependence to Embraer. However, 
they lack managerial competences (i.e. project management competences) 
and are not internationally price competitive, because they lack scale and 
the macro context is not favorable (i.e. logistics, infrastructure, regulation). 
It will be a huge step for them to be able to serve Saab in new Gripen orders 
in Brazil. Even if far away from reality, given their low absorptive capacity, 
the next ideal step for second tier suppliers is to expand to new foreign 
markets.   

- After sales opportunities are potential spillovers for the whole Brazilian 
aeronautical supply chain, especially for Embraer, which will have a crucial 
role in maintenance activities. Such spillovers will affect the aeronautical 
industry for a long period, given that the lifecycle of airplanes of around 30 
years. The fighters will demand services for their operations, maintenance, 
parts replacements, as well as support for pilot training and software 
development for flight simulation. In the long-term, Brazil will be able to 
make revisions and retrofitting of the aircrafts, conducting to technological 
spillovers. 

 

The secondary spillovers, related to the long-term collaboration between Brazil and 
Sweden addressed in the High Level Group, may arise from new research, 
development and innovation cooperation agreements and projects between the two 
countries. Technological developments derived from such collaborations may 
leverage the Brazilian industry and promote a higher verticalization in areas such 
as electronic systems, sensors, armaments and communications. These 
developments may lead to radical innovations in various sectors considered 
strategic for Brazil and Sweden, such as mining, ICT, energy, smart cities, 
agribusiness, metallurgy, among others. 
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Exhibit 1 - Potential Spillovers of the Gripen Deal 

Source: Elaborated by the authors 
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8. Appendices 

Appendix 8.1 – Questionnaire answered by Embraer’s suppliers 
 
This questionnaire is being sent to companies from the aeronautical sector in order to evaluate the 
possible spillovers/transfer of technology from the Gripen NG project to the Brazilian economy. 
With this objective, we request 15 minutes of your time to answer the following questionnaire. The 
results will contribute to the design of support instruments for the development of the Brazilian 
aeronautical productive chain. 
We guarantee that the information requested below regarding the identity of the respondent and the 
company will be kept confidential; they will be used only for control. 
Block I – Respondent Information:   
Name: _______________________________________________ 
Position:________________________________________________ 
Company time: _____________________________________ 
Level of education: (  ) Graduated (  ) Master  (  ) Doctorate   (  ) Postgraduate   (  ) other  
specify:_______________________ 
 
Block II – Organization Characterization:  
Name of the company: ___________________________________________ 
Year of Foundation in Brazil: ________ Number of employees: _______ 
Number of engineers: ______ 
Number of masters or doctors:________ 
Majority of shareholding control:   (  ) national     (  ) foreign 
Family Control Company: (  ) yes     (  ) no    
Head office location: ________________ 
Annual revenue: (  ) up to R$ 2,4 million  (  ) from R$ 2,4 to 16 million (  ) from R$ 16 to 90 million 
(  )  from R$ 90 to 300 million (  ) above R$ 300 million 

 
Technology/Industry: (  ) Metal parts machining     (  )  Components in composite material  (  ) 
Assembly of subsets  (  ) systems and equipments     (  ) others   
specify: ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Main products/services: _________________________________________________ 
Does the company export? (  ) Yes   (  ) No 
Share of exports in revenues _____%     
Does the company have formal strategic planning (mission, vision, goals and action plans)? 
( ) Yes   (  ) No 
 
Does the company elaborate business plans?  (  ) Yes     (  ) No 
Has the company been incubated?  (  ) Yes     (  ) No 
If Yes, in which incubator?___________________________________ 
 
Is the company classified as Strategic Defense Company?   (  ) Yes     (  )  No  
Does the company have the technological capability and licenses to operate CAD or Dassault 
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software? 
(  ) Yes     (  )  No  
Does the organization have a specific area (s) with responsibility for developing continuous 
improvement, new products, processes or services? (  ) Yes  (  ) No  
  
 If yes, which area (s) are they subordinated to? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Does the Organization have a R&D Center? (  ) Yes    (  ) No 

Does the company use any law or program to encourage innovation?   (  ) Yes   (  ) No 

If so, which ones?  (  ) Inova Brasil  (  ) Juro zero   (  ) Fundos Setoriais  (  ) Subvenção econômica 
(   ) PAPPE Subvenção (   ) Lei do Bem (   ) Lei de Informática (   ) RHAE 
(   ) Bolsas de Desenvolvimento Tecnológico Industrial (DTI) 
(   ) Other mechanisms outside Brazil, please specify:________________________ 
(   ) Others, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
 
 Block III – The Knowledge Within the Organization: 
 
Answer the following questions on a scale of 1 to 7, according to your degree of agreement 
with the statements below. 
 
Please specify to what extent your company uses external resources to obtain information (for example, 
personal networks, consultants, seminars, internet, database, professional journals, academic publications, 
market research, regulations and laws concerning environment/technique/health/secutiry): 
 

Strongly 
Disagree      Strongly 

Agree 

The search for relevant information 
concerning our industry is every-day 
business in our company. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our management motivates the 
employees to use information sources 
within our industry. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our management expects that the 
employees deal with information 
beyond our industry. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our management expects employees to 
become involved with the scientific 
community; pursue masters or doctoral 
degrees and publish articles in 
scientific journals. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Please rate to what extent the following statements fit the communication structure in your company: 
 

 
Strongly 
Disagree      Strongly 

Agree 

In our company ideas and concepts are 
communicated cross-departmental. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our management emphasizes cross-
departmental support to solve 
problems. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

In our company there is a quick 
information flow, e.g., if a business 
unit obtains important information, it 
communicates this information 
promptly to all other business units or 
departments. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our management demands periodical 
cross-departamental meetings to 
interchange new developments, 
problems, and achievements. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 
 
 
Please specify to what extent the following statements fit the knowledge processing in your company: 
 
 Strongly 

Disagree      Strongly 
 Agree 

Our employees have the ability to 
structure and use collected knowledge. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our employees are used to absorbing 
new knowledge as well as to preparing 
it for future purposes and to making it 
available 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our employees successfully link 
existing knowledge with new insights. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our employees are able to apply new 
knowledge in their practical work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Specify the extent to which the following statements fit the commercial exploitation of new knowledge in your 
company: 
 
(Please think about all company divisions, such as R&D, production, marketing, and accounting): 
 
 
 
 

Strongly 
Disagree      Strongly 

Agree 

Our company supports the 
development of prototypes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our company regularly reconsiders 
technologies and adapts them 
accordant to new knowledge 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our company has the ability to work 
more effectively by adopting new 
technologies 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our company has experience in 
applying its technologies in new 
sectors 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Our company has experience in 
applying its technologies to new 
customers 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        
 

 
 
 
Thank you for your participation. 
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Appendix 8.2 – PICAM method 
 

For this report, the econometric equations are defined as: 
 
Pillar 2: Infrastructure  
 
Equation 1: Infra = f (QualES, QualAI, QualPI, QualRRI, QR, QOI, AASK, MCT, FTL). 
 
Equation 1: LnInfrat = β0 + β1LnQualESit + β2LnQualAIit + β3LnQualPIit + 
β4LnQualRRIit + β5Ln QR it+ β6LnQOIit + β7LnAASKit + β8LnMCTit + β9LnFTLit + εt 
 
Pillar 3: Macroeconomic Environment 
 
Equation 2: Infra = f (GBB, GNS, Inflation, GD, CCR). 
 
Equation 2: LnInfrat = β0 + β1LnGBBit + β2LnGNSit + β3LnInflationit + β4LnGDit + 
β5LnCCRit+ εt 
 
Pillar 5: Higher Education and Training 
 
Equation 3: Edu = f (SEE, TEE, QES, QMSE, QMS, IAS, LAS, EST). 
Equation 3: LnEdut = β0 + β1LnSEEit + β2LnTEEit + β3QESit + β4LnQMSEit + 
β5LnIASit + β6LnLASit + β7LnESTit + εt 
 
Pillar 6: Goods Market Efficiency 
 
Equation 4: GME = f (ILC, EMD, EAMP, ETII, APC, PNTB, PFO, BIR, IMP, BS). 
 
Equation 4: LnGMEt = β0 + β1LnILCit + β2LnEMDit + β3LnEAMPit + β4LnETIIit + 
β5LnAPCit+ β6LnPNTBit + β7LnPFOit + β8LnBIRit + β9LnIMPit  + β10LnBSit + εt 
 
Pillar  7: Labor Market Efficiency 
 
Equation 5: LME = f (CLER, FWD, HFP, RCWS, ETIW, PP, RPM). 
 
Equation 5: LnGMEt = β0 + β1LnILCit + β2LnEMDit + β3LnEAMPit + β4LnETIIit + 
β5LnAPCit+ β6LnPNTBit + β7LnPFOit + β8LnBIRit + β9LnIMPit  + β10LnBSit + εt 
 
Pillar 9: Technological Readiness 
 
Equation 6: TR = f (ALT, FTA, TT, IU, FBIS). 
 
Equation 6: LnTRt = β0 + β1LnALTit + β2LnFTAit + β3LnTTit + β4LnIUit + 
β5LnFBISit + εt. 
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Pillar 11: Business Sophistication 
 
Equation 7: BS = f (LSQuan, LSQual, SCD, NCA, VCB, CID, PPS, EM). 
 
Equation 7: LnBSt = β0 + β1LnLSQuanit + β2LnLSQualit + β3LnSCDit + β4LnNCAit 
+ β5LnVCBit+ β6LnCIDit + β7LnPPSit + β8LnEMit + εt. 
 
Pillar 12: Innovation 
 
Equation 8: INN = f (CI, QSRI, CSRD, UICRD, GPATP, ASE, PCT). 
 
Equation 8: LnINNt = β0 + β1LnCIit + β2LnQSRIit + β3LnCSRDit + β4LnUICRDit + 
β5LnGPATPit+ β6LnASEit + β7LnPCTit + εt. 
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Appendix 8.3 – Pillars for competitiveness 
 
Pillar 2: Infrastructure 
 
• Quality of Electricity Supply – QualES 
• Quality of Air Transport Infrastrtucure – QualAI 
• Quality of Port Infrastructure – QualPI 
• Quality of Railroad Infrastructure – QualRRI 
• Quality of Roads -  QR 
• Quality of Overall Infrastructure – QOI 
• Available Airline Seat Kilometers millions/week – AASK 
• Mobile-Cellular Telephone Subscriptions /100 pop – MCT 
• Fixed-Telephone lines /100 po- FTL 
 

Pillar 3: Macroeconomic Environment 
 
• Government budget balance % GDP - GBB  
• Gross national savings % GDP - GNS  
• Inflation Annual % change - Inflation  
• Government Debt % GDP - GD 
• Country Credit Rating 0 - 100 (best) – CCR 

 
Pillar 5: Higher Education and Training 
 
• Secondary Education Enrollment Rate Gross % - SEE  
• Tertiary Education Enrollment Rate Gross % - TEE  
• Quality of the Education System - QES 
• Quality of Math and Science Education – QMSE 
• Quality of Management Schools - QMS  
• Internet Access in Schools – IAS 
• Local Availability of Specialized Training Services – 

LAS 
• Extent of Staff Training - EST 
 

 
Pillar  6: Goods Market Efficiency 
 
• Intensity of local competition - ILC  
• Extent of market dominance - EMD  
• Effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy - EAMP  
• Effect of taxation on incentives to invest - ETII  
• Agricultural policy costs - APC  
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• Prevalence of non-tariff barriers - PNTB  
• Prevalence of foreign ownership – PFO 
• Business impact of rules on FDI – BIR 
• Imports % GDP – IMP 
• Buyer sophistication - BS 
 
Pillar 7: Labour Market Efficiency 
 
• Cooperation in labor-employer relations - CLER  
• Flexibility of wage determination - FWD  
• Hiring and firing practices - HFP  
• Redundancy costs weeks of salary - RCWS  
• Effect of taxation on incentives to work - ETIW  
• Pay and productivity - PP  
• Reliance on professional management - RPM  
 
Pilar 9: Technological Readiness 
 

• Availability of Latest Technologies – ALT. 

• Firm-level Technology Absorption – FTA. 

• Technology Transfer – TT. 

• Internet users % pop. – IU 

• Fixed-broadband Internet subscriptions /100 pop. – FBIS 
 
Pillar 11: Business Sophistication 
 

• Local Supplier Quantity – LSQuan. 

• Local Supplier Quality – LSQual. 

• State of Cluster Development – SCD. 

• Nature of Competitive Advantage – NCA. 

• Value Chain Breadth – VCB. 

• Control of International Distribution – CID. 

• Production Process Sophistication – PPS. 

• Extent of Marketing – EM. 
 
Pillar 12: Innovation 
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• Capacity for Innovation – CI. 

• Quality of Scientific Research Institutions – QSRI. 

• Company Spending on R&D – CSRD. 

• University-Industry Collaboration in R&D – UICRD 

• Gov't procurement of advanced tech products– GPATP. 

• Availability of Scientists and Engineers – ASE. 

• PCT Patents, Applications/million pop. – PCT. 
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Appendix 8.4 – PICAM results 
 
Table 1: Global Competitiveness Index Cross Section with Fixed Effects 

Explained Variables BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C 0.2782 

(0.6742) 
0.6761  

(0.5594) 
   
LnBusiness Sophistication 0.3297 

(0.1096) 
0.5626  

(0.4899) 
   
LnHigher Education and Training 0.0665 

(0.7392) 
0.7073  

(0.5364) 
   
LnInnovation -0.2008 

(-0.2898) 
0.1480  

(0.4515) 
   
LnInfrastructure -0.2666 

(-3.6649) 
0.2164  

(0.1098) 
   
LnMacroeconomic Environment 0.1356 

(0.7732) 
0.8798 

(0.7392) 
   
LnGoods Market Efficiency 0.5832 

(1.6267) 
0.1021  

(1.7013) 
   
LnLabor Market Efficiency -0.1370 

(-0.4677) 
0.0958  

(1.5723) 
   
Ln_Technological Rediness  0.6803 

(0.8790) 
0.9803 

(0.9987) 
   
Adjusted R2 0.9799 0.9319 
S.E. R. 0.0045 0.0036 
S. S. R.   6.09E-05 4.03E-05 

(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 2: Infrastructure Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
Explained Variables BRAZIL SWEDEN  
C -0.6009 

(-0.2294) 
2.4140  

(3.6108) 
 

    
Ln_Available Airline Seat 
Kilometers 

0.8855 
(0.3273) 

-0.0037  
(-1.0859) 

 

    
LnFixed-Telephone lines 0.3154 

(1.1961) 
0.0652  

(1.1945) 
 

    
Ln_Mobile-Cellular Telephone 
Subscriptions 

0.0910 
(0.1409) 

0.4697  
(3.0614) 

 

    
Ln_Quality of Overall 
Infrastructure 

0.4706 
(1.7528) 

0.2067  
(2.9441) 

 

    
Ln_Quality of Roads  0.0624 

(0.4428) 
0.0434  

(0.0921) 
 

    
Ln_Quality of Air Transport 
Infrastructure 

0.4666 
(0.7600) 

0.3912  
(1.7440) 

 

    
Ln_Quality of Electricity 
Supply 

0.3939 
(0.9198) 

0.5513  
(2.4857) 

 

    
Ln_Quality of Port 
Infrastructure 

0.4501 
(1.5328) 

0.2052  
(1.0020) 

 

    
Ln_Quality of Railroad 
Infrastructure 

-0.1721 
(-0.5014) 

-0.2753  
(-2.3067) 

 

Adjusted R2 0.9752 0.7209  
S.E. R. 0.0178 0.0117  
S. S. R.   0.0003 0.0002  

(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 3: Macroeconomic Environment Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
Variable BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C 14.5931 

(1.7523) 
-4.9330  

(-1.3622) 
   
Ln_Country Credit Rating -3.9871 

(-1.6723) 
1.4803  

(1.7985) 
   
Ln_Government Debt 0.4656 

(2.4795) 
0.0019  

(0.0194) 
   
Ln_Gross National Savings 0.3869 

(1.1181) 
0.0189  

(0.1447) 
   
Annual Inflation  -0.6266 

(-2.6179) 
0.0091  

(0.5659) 
   
Ln_Government Budget Balance 0.1237 

(2.8380) 
0.1371 

(1.1715) 
   
Adjusted R2 0.9391 0.8518 
S.E. R. 0.0254 0.0141 
S. S. R                                                                                           0.0006 0.0002 

(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 4: Higher Education and Training Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
Variable BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C 3.3355 

(1.0353) 
-0.1897 

(-0.2641) 
   
Ln_Extent of Staff Training -0.1322 

(-0.1045) 
0.2167 

(0.1883) 
   
Ln_Internet Access in Schools -0.0686 

(-0.0567) 
0.0585 

(0.2554) 
   
Ln_Local Availability of Specialized Training 
Services 

0.2158 
(0.2485) 

0.2762 
(0.7873) 

   
Ln_Quality of the Education System -0.2769 

(-0.3334) 
0.2769 

(2.6230) 
   
Ln_Quality of Management Schools 0.6023 

(2.2553) 
0.9934 

(1.1462) 
   
Ln_Quality of Math and Science Education 0.0516 

(0.0801) 
0.2915 

(1.6794) 
   
Ln_Secondary Education Enrollment 0.0838 

(-1.6535) 
0.0179 

(0.4723) 
   
Ln_Tertiary Education Enrollment  0.2001 

(1.7813) 
 

0.2161 
(3.2426) 

Adjusted R2 0.8323 0.9335 
S.E. R. 0.0068 0.0056 
S. S. R.   27.7674 9.41E-05 

(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 5: Goods Market Efficiency Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
Variable BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C -0.9124 

(-0.7437) 
1.1984  

(11.3026) 
   
Ln_Agricultural policy costs 0.4715 

(1.6116) 
-0.0018  

(-0.0113) 
   
Ln_Business impact of rules on FDI -0.2565 

(-0.7349) 
0.0294  

(0.2402) 
   
Ln_Buyer sophistication  0.5747 

(1.1768) 
-0.0800  

(-2.1544) 
   
Ln_Effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy -0.4072 

(-0.9343) 
0.9007  

(2.8027) 
   
Ln_Extent of market dominance 0.3014 

(2.0219) 
-0.0831  

(-0.6279) 
   
Ln_Effect of taxation on incentives to invest 0.0143 

(0.1548) 
-0.1203 

(-1.0532) 
   
Ln_Intensity of local competition 0.2705 

(0.6411) 
0.1742 

(1.4314) 
   
Ln_Imports 0.1906 

(0.8953) 
-0.1097 

(-2.1762) 
   
Ln_Prevalence of foreign ownership 0.4402 

(0.6594) 
-0.2002 

(-1.2973) 
   
Ln_Prevalence of non-tariff barriers 0.0065 

(0.0208) 
-0.1707 

(-0.6203) 
   
Adjusted R2 0.8991 0.9815 
S.E. R. 0.0058 0.0031 
S. S. R.   3.40E-05 0.003137 
(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 6: Labor Market Efficiency Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
 
Variable BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C 0.2963 

(0.7553) 
-1.4120  

(-3.7341) 
   
Ln_Cooperation in labor-employer relations  0.5978 

(2.3794) 
0.1703  

(1.5577) 
   
Ln_Effect of taxation on incentives to work -0.1458 

(-2.0246) 
0.3209  

(4.4100) 
   
Ln_Flexibility of wage determination  
 

0.1032 
(1.6131) 

0.4265  
(3.2676) 

   
Ln_Hiring and firing practices 0.1822 

(1.7859) 
-0.0693  

(-1.7236) 
   
Ln_Pay and productivity 0.2943 

(1.4384) 
0.4024  

(2.6134) 
   
Ln_Redundancy costs weeks of salary 0.0185 

(1.1401) 
0.1818  

(2.4020) 
   
Ln_Reliance on professional management   
 

-0.4424 
(-1.2672) 

0.4306  
(1.7262) 

   
Adjusted R2 0.8708 0.9613 
S.E. R. 0.0199 0.0086 
S. S. R.   0.0011 0.0003 
(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 7: Technological Readiness Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
 
Variable BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C 0.3089 

(0.3579) 
1.1474  

(2.9736) 
   
Ln_Availability of Latest Technologies  0.3763 

(1.0660) 
0.0517  

(0.2174) 
   
Ln_Fixed-broadband Internet subscription 0.0262 

(1.6293) 
0.0546  

(2.0177) 
   
Ln_Firm-level Technology Absorption  0.9914 

(1.5380) 
0.1377  

(0.2730) 
   
Ln_Internet users 0.0619 

(0.5572) 
0.1462 

(2.8846) 
   
Ln_Technology Transfer  -0.2379 

(-0.4796) 
0.1086  

(0.5324) 
   

Adjusted R2 0.9055 0.8222 
S.E. R. 0.0073 0.0132 
S. S. R.   27.393 0.001051 
(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 8: Business Sophistication Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
 
Variable BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C -0.0318 

(-0.0528) 
0.3266  

(-0.0528) 
   
Ln_Local Supplier Quality 0.2093 

(0.3933) 
0.1448  

(2.9221) 
   
Ln_Local Supplier Quantity  0.5179 

(0.5943) 
-0.4551  

(-3.3740) 
   
Ln_Nature of Competitive Advantage -0.0510 

(-0.2175) 
0.2140  

(0.2235) 
   
Ln_Production Process Sophistication -0.1860 

(-0.6398) 
0.2812 

(0.6918) 
   
Ln_State of Cluster Development 0.0400 

(0.4070) 
0.1555 

(1.5971) 
   
Ln_Value Chain Breadth 0.1487 

(0.6367) 
0.4133  

(2.1570) 
   
Adjusted R2 0.9625 0.9769 
S.E. R. 0.0087 0.0039 
S. S. R.   0.0002 4.63E-05 
(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Table 9: Innovation Cross Section with Fixed Effects 
Variable BRAZIL SWEDEN 
C 0.5527 

(4.8010) 
1.0340  

(0.4782) 
   
Ln_Availability of Scientists and Engineers 0.0223 

(0.5634) 
-0.2466 

(-0.4905) 
   
Ln_Capacity for Innovation 0.1899 

(0.9208) 
0.5653  

(0.1452) 
   
Ln_Company Spending on R&D 0.1404 

(1.9704) 
0.2616 

(0.2737) 
   
Ln_Gov't procurement of advanced tech products 0.0939 

(5.7924) 
0.2093  

(0.5422) 
   
Ln_PCT Patents -0.0121 

(-2.4489) 
0.1172  

(0.2214) 
   
Ln_Quality of Scientific Research Institutions 0.2234 

(5.0307) 
0.4675  

(1.2625) 
   
Ln_University-Industry Collaboration in R&D 0.0449 

(2.0360) 
0.2470 

(0.0465) 
   
Adjusted R-squared 0.9975 0.6310 
S.E. R.  0.0021 0.0231 
S. S. R. 1.44E-05 0.0021 
(1) Statistics-t in parenthesis 
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Appendix 8.5 – List of participants and interviewed executives 
 
Interviewed executives 

Name Company Position 

João Vilella   AEL Business development manager 

Vitor Neves AEL VP for operations 

Sérgio Horta AEL President 

Fernando Ferraz Akaer Chief Operations Officer 

Aldo da Silva Junior Akaer Commercial and Business Director 

Lister Guillaumon Pereira 
da Silva 

Akaer Programs director 

André di Luca Jr Atech Programs manager 

Ricardo Mendonça CESAR Business Development 

Eduardo Peixoto CESAR CEO 

Alessandra Holmo CISB President 

Jairo Inbra CEO 

Marcos Oliveira Inbra Legal Manager 

Evandro Benedetti Inbra Project manager 

André Bittencourt Linkoping Professor 

Maurício Carvalho Porto Digital Coordinator 

Dan Faccio Qualcomm Investment Director 

Magnus Saab VP 

Rosén Häkan Saab Group Finance Director Mergers & Acquisition 

Manoel Oliveira Sigma Founder/partner 

Eduardo Bauzer UFMG Professor 

Anderson de Melo Embraer Integrator CCB – Subcontract 

Armando Carbonari Embraer Director for Engineering Defence 
Programs  

Paulo Claro Embraer Supply Chain Development 
Manager 
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Participants of the hearing in Brasília 

Name Company Position 
Antonio Carlos Galvão CGEE Director 
Cristiano Hugo Cagnin CGEE Senior Advisor 
Carlos Arruda 
 

FDC Professor 

Erika Barcellos 
 

FDC Associate professor 

Rossana Pavanelli 
   

FGV Professor 

André Luiz Andrade 
Bobroff 
 

FGV Professor 

Marcos Figueiredo 
 

FINATEC Financial Manager 

Ricardo Moraes 
 

FINATEC Project Manager 

Juliana Pinheiro 
   

MDIC Foreign trade analyst 

Bruno Cassiano 
 

MDIC Innovation Projects 
Coordination 

Sabryna Almeida 
 

UDF Student 

Alcides Costa Vaz 
 

UnB Professor 
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Participants of the hearing in São Paulo 

Name Company Position 

 João Vilela AEL Manager 

Leonardo Frigeri Board Trips Director 

Ricardo Abiz CELEX 
Chief Marketing & Strategic 
Officer 

Alessandra Holmo 
 

CISB CEO 

Peter Johansson 
Consulate General of 
Sweden 

Consular Officer 

Emilia Villani DCTA/ITA Professor 

Cristina Naegele Eagle CEO 

Rafael Possik FAAP Professor 

Ana Elisa Castro FDC Associate professor 
Carlos Arruda 
 

FDC Professor 

Erika Barcellos 
 

FDC Associate professor 

Carlos Augusto Costa FGV Project Director 

 Paulo Dominonni FGV Consultant Partner 

Alceu Camargo FIA Professor 

Marcio Ikegami FINEP Project Analyst 

Flávia Motta IPT Manager 

Mauricio Benedetti  Mackenzie Professor 
Jose Otavio Pompeu e 
Silva NCE-RJ Professor 

Daniel Couto Gatti PUCSP Professor 

Diogo Cortiz da Silva PUCSP Professor 

Fábio Aguiar Snakhya Sales Manager 

 Philemon Matos TAKE Business Development Director 

Eduardo Vasconcelos USP Professor 
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Participants of the hearing in Belo Horizonte 

Name Company Position 
Paulo Roberto Rugani 
Barcellos 

Astria Director 

Carlos Renato França CEMIG Manager 
Frederico Bruno Ribas 
Soares  

CEMIG Manager 

Hassan Lauar CONFRAPAR VP 
José de Freitas Jr Dallas Airmotive General Manager 
Celso Nakashima EMBRAER Product Development Engineer 
Danilo Ramos Carneiro  
 

EMBRAER Structural Design Supervisor 

José Policarpo Gonçalves 
de Abreu 

FAPEMIG Director 

Afonso Cozzi FDC Professor 

Ana Elisa Castro FDC Associate professor 
Erika Barcellos 

 

FDC Associate professor 

Marcos Mandacaru FIEMG Industrial Development 
Superintendent 

David Travesso FIR Capital Partner 
Melquisedec de Freitas  IEL FIEMG Coordinator 
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Table 10 - Participants of the hearing in Recife 
 

Name Company Position 

André Santos UFPE Director – Centro de 
Informática 

Ismar Kaufman IN FORMA Director 

Carlos Ferraz UFPE Professor 

Júlio Gil Freire Elcoma Director 

João Marcelo Teixeira UFRPE Professor 

André Garrido Avantia Group Executive 

Victor Hugo Soares Predicto Director 

Marcelo Lacerda Intelivix Data Scientist 

Gervasio Neto Avantia Group Manager 

Veronica Teichrieb UFPE Professor 

Ricardo Mendonça Cesar Business Development 

Cristiano Araújo UFPE Coordinator – Centro de 
Informática  

Rebeka Maciel UFPE Student 

Alcides Niceas Pires Midiavox Director 

Marcelo Amorin UFPE Professor 

Luciano Barbosa UFPE Professor 
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Table 11 - List of participants in the focus group section with Embraer and its tier 2 
suppliers 
 

Name Company Position 

Juliana Machado da Mota Alltec Commercial Department 

André Garrido Avantia Business manager 

Paulo Claro Embraer Development of the 
national supply chain 

Anderson de Melo Embraer Integrator CCB – 
Subcontract 

Wellington Martins Globo Usinagem Operations Director 

Vagner Luna Panageiro Panmetal Industrial diretor 

Wilmar Mello Thyssenkrupp Director 

Fábio Cruz Thyssenkrupp Sales manager 

Eduardo Tonini UFT Director 

Alberto Luiz Pinto UFT Management 

 


